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DR. ARTHUR HAUCK Fourth Homecoming
INAUGURATED HERE Is Very Successful;
IN SIMPLE SERVICE Throng at Luncheon
Many in Attendance
At Homecoming
Climax
HON. ALLEN PRESIDES
Education Commissioner
Speaks on University
And Education
ltv Bettina Sullivan
lir. Arthur Andrew Hauck was
Lugurated eighth president of the
t versity of Maine Saturday
worning in Memorial Gymnasium
buf,qe over a thousand studehts.
friends, and alumni who had gath-
ered for the climax of the home-
c..nling week-end.
Notables who occupied the platform
were the presidents of the other Maim.
oilltges, Dr. Mills, of Bowdoin. Dr. Gray.
..1 Bates, and Dr. Johnson, of Colby, for-
mer President Boardman, Dr. Clarence
Little, of Bar Harbor, another former
president, Dr. Bertram E. Packard, Maine
C•ntini•sioner of Education, and Dr.
\I-rcland King, professor of electrical
, ring at Lafayette College, who
t greetings to the University from
. liauck's former associates at Lafay-
ette.
On the platform banked with the Maine
Ilk' tree and yellow chrysanthemums, the
11••norable Harmon G. Allen presided. in-
troducing each speaker in turn. The pro-
gram was as follows:
1. Processional
(Continued on Page Four)
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
NOW FOR HOVEY AWARDS
Scholarship Grants Are Based on
Scholastic Attainment,
Character, Promise
The Hovey Memorial Scholarships,
awarded each semester to qualified upper-
class students in the College of Technol-
•••zy. must be registered not later than No-
',ember 15 at Dean Chokes office. Only
an's List students are eligible.
hese scholarships are the inc••me from
!loves. Memorial Fund, established in
2 in 11,•nor of the late Francis S. Hovey.
• irds are made by the Dean and heads
partments of the College of Technol-
and are based on scholastic attain-
Talbot Elected President
Of Maine M Club
Friday
The fourth atimuil Alumni Home-
coming. with the inauguration of
I )r. Arthur A. Hauck as president of
the University and the awarding of
the Alumni Service Emblem to Al-
len W. Stephens, was the most suc-
cessful on record. The attendance
at the Alumni-Faculty luncheon was
greater than last year and the "M"
meeting was considered the most en-
joy:able of any yet held.
The freshman football team started off
the Homecoming program auspiciously
with their victory demonstrating to many
(Continued on Page Four)
OVERWHELMING VOTE
FOR LONGER RECESS
tLruc to one vote,
Maine students established conclusively at
the polls held last Tuesday their desire
for a longer Thanksgiving holiday with
the corresponding length of time deducted
from their Christmas or Spring vacations.
Various opinions floating about seem to
express the thoughts that this result indi-
cates a somewhat naive state of mind, be-
cause at one time the Thanksgiving holi-
day was shortened to its present length by
the students. Since that date, however,
the entire student population of the Uni-
versity has changed many times, and it is
only natural that changing opinions ac-
company changing population.
The Campus wishes to stress the fact
that this vote is in no way official, but that
it is simply a method, a straw vote, by
which it may call attention to the direction
in which popular sentiment lies. In the
near future the results will he turned over
to the Student Senate for whatever action
they choose to take ••ii the matter. In any
event, the vote will have no effect what-
'' cr tip..rt the present scli•-•••1 calendar.
University Students Consume
200,000 Hamburgers Annually
By Candy Lynch
(Republication Rights Reserved)
In an effort to determine the extent of
the popularity of hamburger sandwiches
among University of Maine students, your
scribbling scribe shuffled to all the restau-
rants haunted by Maine students in Oro-
no, Old Town, Bangor, and Veazie, and
deluged the proprietors with questions ap-
propriate to his intent. The result con-
firmed the generally accepted theory that
SIC and our colleagues consider the ham-
burger a toothsome repast.
Brace yourself for figures that will make
those of Mae West and her disciples a
faint memory, the natii•nal debt a mere
fraction, and the size of y•cor hat after
you've made the Deall'5 List a minus quail-
tity.
The number of Wimpy Delights con-
sumed yearly by Maine students hovers
around the incredible 200,000 mark, which
amounts to 22,000 a month, 5,000 a week,
or an approximate daily average of one
for every two Maine students. To dispel
all doubt as to the magnitude of 200,000
hamburgers, we add that this number is
equal-to 40,000 lbs. or 20 tons of the bovine
delicacy, and in Aggie terms, 100 cud
chewing cows, including the horns.
But let us continue. According to the
restauranteurs, the amount of onions,
catsup, coffee and bread partaken with
the hamburgers is prodigious.
A well known local baker states that if
all the bread eaten as a part of the juicy
morsel were baked at one time, it would
result in a loaf 100 yards long, 10 feet
wide, and high as an average man.
Then there's the catsup. If all the
catsup plastered on the hamburgers could
be changed into paint of a similar color,
there would be enough to paint all the
rural schools in Penobscot county, and
just a minute—there would still he enough
left to paint the University hose reel.
Thus the tradition of the little red school-
house and the attendant sentiment would
be preserved, and the appearance of our
fire equipment considerably enhanced.
Coffee has become the universal drink
among hamburg munchers and judging
from its effectiveness to produce insomnia,
we conclude that if, on a given day, the
students were to gargle the equivalent of
the yearly consumption, the Maine pro-
fessors would experience a rare situation
seldom encountered by educators—non-
snoring classes. That is, until the stimu-
lation wore off.
We could go on indefinitely about the
amount of sugar, salt, pepper, and water
used by those students who make ham-
burgers a pastime. But we are satisfied
that this hamburg business has become
tremendously important in our campus
life, and hope we have succeeded in con-
vincing you of the same.
ference is shown to residents olfZiltsice. INFANTILE VICTIM TO HON. ALLEN TO PRESIDE.Li. character, and general
f a,t year six awards of fifty dollars
tilt were made to: Actor T. Abbot, Jr.,
Richard A. Gallop, Stanley D. Hender-
son, Lloyd W. Burr, Bruce S. Longfel-
low. and Richard E. Moore.
SEVENTY MEMBERS AT
M CLUB MEETING FRI.
110.1 NI Club nicetil,e held
, • Friday night in the Memorial Gynina-
-i ivith approximately 70 members
• tit.
I '•  dent Phil _lilies called the meet -
• t.• order and new officers were then
• t•••l as follows: President, Dick Tab
l• • . vice-president. Roy Higgins; see-
!, •ary-treasurer, Ted Curtis.
).•11 Favor, recently returned from a
.r of Japan with a picked American
team. gave a very interesting resume
trip, lie spoke briefly about the
:al meets held in Japan ; about the
•" ' le and interests of the Japanese
.•riling athletics; about Japanese cus-
cnil hospitality. Ile said that it
[IA lino minion to see from 40,000 to
'e plc in attendance at track meets
Don also believes the Japanese
will be a dangerous threat at the
• 1:)inpic meet. After his talk. Don
tiitesti••ned at some length relative
ific incidents at the meets.
11 Jenkins spike about the prospects
• r., , country and track. Coach Ken-
(..Iiii•limeritefl the "M'' Club on its
• t•• students and alumni. Bill Bat-
inparefl football conditions now
"1-se several years back am! Dick
' reviewed the 1933 championship
*. Ted Curtis then told of plans for
• 7.a.ikhing out of tmiversity athletics
.1 future schedules.
.1 V pictures of the recent Lowell
Nla.ne and Maine vs. Bates games
-Is reports that this was the
meeting ever held.
BE SENT TO GEORGIA AT OHIO GATHERING SOON
Maine-Bowdoin
Brunswick
Saturday
No. 7
Bears Meet Bowdoin CLOSE BALLOT RESULTS
To End State Series OF STUDENT ELECTIONS
At Brunswick Sat. BRING SEVERAL COUNTS
Finger Injury Will Keep
George Cobb from
Line-up
From gridiron turf to the air with
its eddying currents of wind will go
the Maine attack Saturday when the
Black Bears engage Bowdoin at
Brunswick in the last of the series
struggles and the finale of the 1934
football season. George Cobb. All
Maine Center, N1 ill be missing from
his pivot position for the first time
in three years Saturday, having suf-
fered a broken hand and a severe cut
over his right eye in the Colby tus-
sle, but all the rest of the regulars
will be in top form when game time
rolls around.
The absence of Cobb leaves the center
of the line without a dependal•le hole open-
er and so Coach Brice will turn his Bears
into a real aerial circus in an endeavor to
if set the weakness of the running attack.
Milt MacBride will be called upon to do
his share in scampering over the sod, but
passing plays with the Easton flash at both
the passing and receiving ends are being
assigned, and are the focus of the practice
sessions this week. Using the greatest
variety of passing plays all season that a
Maine outfit has for a long time has proved
to be the outstanding method of ground
gaining. and When many new plays are
unleashed in the game Saturday, front the
Maine angle at least, it will be a wide open
affair. If the weatherman produces con-
(litmus like last Saturday, the Coach and
everyone else will be satisfied.
Cobb's center berth is being sought by
Proctor, Reed, and Crozier and at this
writing no definite selection has been made
to start against the Polar Bears. Proc-
tor subbed for Cobb a few times this sea-
son, but is inexperienced. having spent
most of his time in the battling at a guard
position. Crozier, a sophotm•re, and Reed
likewise, are somewhat inexperienced in
intercollegiate play and the Coach is
working all three at the pivot post before
he selects the starter.
Bowdoin has always provided stiff op-
position in series play. and in spite of a
rather mediocre season thus far will be a
dangerous opponent. In the Polar Bear
camp Coach Bowser has fxsen holding
scrimmages to perfect blocking and de-
fensive play. Bill Soule, regular running
back, who was injured in the Colby-Bow-
doin game, did not report for practice the
first of the vseek. Stan Sargent, an end,
Bill Shaw. quarterback. and Basil tatty,
guard, suffered leg injuries in scrimmage
this week, but doubtless will be ready for
action Saturday.
B•lwiloin's lineup will remain the same
According to the latest reports, Janics ' Hon. liarin••ii G. Allen. of Springcalc, as that used the past tw•• weeks.
Temple, Sigma Chi, is showing a great
improvement after his recent struggle with
infantile paralysis. Authorities at the
Eastern Maine General Hospital inform
The Campus that he has been ••ff the dan-
ger list for some time, and that he is now
able to receive visitors.
Both of Temple's arms and his right
leg are completely free from the paraly-
sis. His left leg was affected to the great-
est extent, and that is still in a rather
critical condition. Plans have been made,
however, to take him to Hot Springs,
Georgia, where he intends to remain un-
til he has fully recovered. Friends or any
students at Maine who wish to say "So
Long" must do so immediately, for this
week-end he will be n his way south.
DELTA ZETA OBSERVES
TENTH ANNIVERSAY Al
BUFFET SUPPER SAT.
The tenth ammersary of the installa-
tion of Alpha Upsilon Chapter of Delta
Zeta Sorority was commemorated at a
buffet supper tendered the alumni at the
h••me of Mrs. Olin S. Lutes, last Satur-
day following the Colby-Mame game.
The center-piece of the table, decorat-
ed in the Delta Zeta colors of rose and
green, was the charter, issued November
8. 1924. Miss Ernestine Moore, recent
president of the chapter. cut the birthday
cakes, which were also decorated in the
sorority colors.
Alumnae returning fur the 4 wcasion
were: Ernestine Moore '34. of Old Or-
chard; Drusilla Roderick '34, of New-
port; Muriel Covell '34. Sk••whegan;
Claire Sanders '34, Sangerville; Margaret
Fowles '32. Lisbon Falls; Ethne Worces-
ter '33, Belfast; Mavilla Randall '33. Ban-
gor ; Edith Dean '33. North Anson; Mar'
guerite Morrison ex-'35, Winter Harbor.
president of the Board of Trustees at the
University, is to preside at the annual
meeting of the Association of Governing
Boards of State Universities and Allied
Institutions to be held in Columbus, Ohio,
November 15, in, and 17. Mr. Allen WaS
elected President c•f this important organ-
ization whose membership includes trus-
tees and other representatives of the state
universities and land-grant colleges of the
entire United States at its conference last
year. President Arthur A. Hauck will
also attend the Columbus meeting.
Mr. Allen was first appointed to the
Board of Trustees of the University in
1924 and his fine service during his first
term brought reappointment in 1931 for
another seven-year term.
MANY MAGAZINES ARE
MISSING FROM LIBRARY
The librarian v•i-iies to call attention to
the disappearance of the following recent
magazines from the library. Readers of
the Cam Ina are asked to assist in locating
and returning them.
Aero Digest. March, 1934.
• Concrete. Jan. and Feb., 1934.
Educational Administration and Super-
vision. Jan., 1934.
Educational Screen. Feb., 1934.
, Heating, Piping, and Air Conditioning.
Mar., 1934.
Journal of the National Education Associ-
ation. Apr., 1934.
! Landscape Architecture. Oct.. 1933.
National Geographic. Oct., 1934.
Physiological Zoology. July, 1934.
Pan-American Union. Bulletin. April,
Po19:34eriss Jan. and May. 1934.
Public Roads. Jan., Feb.. and Aug.. 1934.
Radio News. Feb., 1934.
Roads and Streets. March, 1934.
PRESIDENT IS HOST AT
SENATE DINNER TUES.
•
Vote To Retain Present System
For Nomination of
Officers
President and Mrs. Arthur Hauck were
hosts to the Student Senate at a dinner
at the president's home Tuesday evening.
Following the dinner, a regular meeting
of the Setiate V. S held.
After sonic discussion of the present
method of conducting primary and sec-
ondary nominations, and the functioning
of Northern and Southern Leagues. it was
voted by the Senate to retain the present
method of conducting class electioos. A
vote of thanks was extended to President
and Mrs. Hauck for their hospitality.
Following the Senate meeting. the Iii-
terfraternity Council convened and dis-
• ussed the rushing situation without ar-
riving at any solution of the problems en-
tailed.
Other guests at the dinner included
Dean and Mrs. Corbett, and Assistant
Dean of Men and Mrs. Hincks.
FORMER STUDENT HERE
TO SPEAK ON PEACE
AT WESLEY HOUSE SAT.
Charles O'Conii,r, a former student at
the University, will speak on the subject
"Why Agitate for Peace," at the Wesley
House on Sunday at 7 :30 pm.
While at Maine, O'Connor acted as as-
sistant to the Dean of Men. He was a
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon frater-
nity and Phi Beta Kappa. He holds the
University record for the hr. ad jump He
was very active in the Maine Masque.
-
Huge Bonfire Prepared
For Outdoor Rally Fri.
The flickering r•rt., 44 a huge
bonfire outside the Memorial Gym-
nasium played over the faces of
thousands of alumni and undergrad-
uates Friday night as the Senior
Skulls staged the first State Series
rally held outdoors for several
years. The band playe(I. the crowd
sang and cheers echoed over the
campus while Phil Jones '19, as
toastmaster. urged them on to great-
er efforts.
Speeches were the order of the
evening with head coach Fred Brice,
acting captain George Cobb and
several others saying a few words
expressing faith in the ability of the
team to will All the members of
the team were introduced to the
cr••wd, t••gether with Colby's mas-
cot, a white mule.
UNIVERSITY TO START
SERIES OF BROADCASTS
FROM LORD HALL SOON
Fifteen Minute Programs To Be
Offered Five Nights
Each Week
Monday, November 12, the
University of Maine will inaugurate
a series of broadcasts from its cam-
pus through cooperation with station
WI.BZ of Bangor. The purpose of
the University in tmdertaking this
educational project is to reiiort to the
people of the State interesting devel-
opments in scientific and social prog-
ress, interpreting the topics present-
ed in terms of the listeners' problems
and interests.
Fifteen minute broadcasts on M.•iidays
to Fridays inclusive at 7:45 p.m, will be
given for a period of 24 weeks from No-
vember 12 to December 13, January 2 to
March 21. and April 1 to May 16. The
Friday night broadcasts will be sponsored
by the Campus, the student publication.
Each division of the University will be
represented in the broadcasts, the Colleges
of Agriculture, Arts and Sciences, and
Technology, School of Education, and
the Experiment Station.
The administration of the project is Un-
der the direction of a committee from
each division. The committees, of which
Professor E. F. Dow of the department of
history and government is the general
chairman, are as follows:
College of Agriculture: Mr. Fred P.
Loring. chairman, Professor Pearl S.
Greene, Profess' .r D. It. Demeritt.
College of Arts and Sciences : Professor
E. F. Dow, chairman, Professor A. W.
Sprague, Professor C. E. Packard, Mr.
"CANDLELIGHT" GIVEN
BEFORE PACKED HOUSE
Playing to one of the largest audiences
in recent years, the Maine Masque offered
the initial pr•glucti• 111 of the current sea-
son, "Candlelight," in the Little Theatre
last evening under the direction of Prof.
Mark Bailey.
Apparently the audience was stimulated
for the evening's enjoyment as the curtail,
opened on one of the most unique and per -
feet stage sets in the hiso•ry of the Masque.
Last night's aixlience was a hilari••us
one. but it appreciaeal the merits of "Can-
dlelight" and displayed its appreciation by
frequent chuckles and occasional full-
throated laughs.
Easily outdistancing thc other feminine
nietnbers of the cast, Kay Hoctor led the
field with her excellent portrayal of Marie.
a parlor maid with aspirations for the
more refined things in life. With a part
that limited her opportunity to prove what
was possible for her to do, Elizabeth Gray
showed a tremenchms improvemnt over
former stage appearances.
Norman Carlisle was probably the out-
standing niale of the cast. With a polish
unusual t•• amateurs he seemed to be made
for the part. Edward Bryant was C, .11 -
vincing as the Baron, but Sargent kit
sell seemed to be miscast.
The play will be repeated again tonig. •
in the Little Theatre at 7:30 o'clock.
George Cobb Elected
Senior Class
President
SEALEY 1936 PREXY
Offices Distributed Evenly
Between Both League
Candidates
So close were the results of class
elections held Tuesday in Alumni
Ilall that several recounts of all the
class ballots had to be made by the
Senate. Skulls, and Women's Stu-
dent Government representatives
who counted the votes. Official re-
sults of the election were not made
public until last night. In the case
of the senior class, the ballots were
counted five times.
The following are the election re-
turns:
Senior Elections
President, George Cobb.
Vice-president, Winston Hoyt.
Secretary, Agnes Crowley.
Treasurer, Kenneth Black.
Chaplain, Walter Emerson.
Executive committee, William Bessom,
chairman, William Cole, Carl Honer, Carl
Ingraham, Paul McDonnell.
Cane conunittee, Samuel Reese, chair-
nian, James Crocker, Henry Higgins,
Warren Pratt, Clayton Totman.
Commencement ball committee, Edward
Butler, chairman, Margaret Copeland,
Harold Lord, Dorothy Sawyer, Russell
Walton.
Commencement week committee, George
Carlisle, chairman, I.ee Ftlackington, Earle
Hill, Roberta Lewis, Alice Sisco.
Junior Elections
Presicklit, joiiii Sealey.
Vice-president, Clyde Higgins.
Secretary, I.ouise Steeves.
Treasurer, Arthur Roberts.
Chaplain, Lowell Wesnm.
Executive committee, Albert Doherty,
chairman, Myron Collette, Anna Eliasson,
Donald Huff, William Jones.
Junior week conimittee, Joseph Mullett,
chairman, Henry Little, Reginald Naug-
ler, Virginia Nelson, Eldredge Woods.
Junior prom committee, Robley Mor7
rison, chairman, Donald Brown (Theta
Chi), Eileen Brown, J. p‘epit Galbraith,
Edward Webster,
Sophomore Elections
President, iturleigh Roderick.
Vice-president. Robert Allen.
Secretary, Marjorie MacKinnon.
Treasurer, John Singer.
Executive committee, Richard Braley,
chairman, Everett Brewster, James Mor-
rison, Margaret Snow, Howard Stagg.
S•phomore hop committee, Norman
Carlisle, chairman, Clarence Keegan, Don-
ald Kilgour, Daniel I.ucey, Robert Mar-
cionette.
Pipe committee, William Chapman,
chairman, Stanford Blake, J••sepli Cyr,
Jerold Hinckley, Vaughan Laiwaster.
Freshman Elections
President, John Gowen.
Vice-president, Robert Tobey.
Secretary, William Thompson.
Treasurer, Nancy Hennings.
Executive conunittee, Donald Kelley.
chairman, Andrew Adams. Richard
Hayes, Robert Schoppee, Barbara Vitiate.
Banquet committee, Wallace Gleason,
chairman, Alice Collins, Elizabeth Drum-
mond, Philip Rogers, Fred Sturgis.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA IS
LEADING IN ANNUAL
BOWLING TOURNAMENT
Results of the annual intramural bowl-
ing tournament, which is now being con-
ducted at the Strand Bowling Alleys in
Orono, are as follows:
Games Pts. Pt..
played won lost Pc.
Si ma Nu 12 6 6 .500
Theta Chi 12 11 1 .916
Alpha Tau Omega 8 8 0 1.000
Lambda Chi Alpha 12 3 9 .250
Kappa Sigma 8 0 8 .000
Phi Kappa 8 4 4 .500
Sigma Chi 8 7 1 .875
Delta Tait Delta 4 0 4
Alpha Gamma Rho 4 1 3 .250
Phi Mu Delta 8 7 1 .875
Sigma Alpha rpsil••ii 4 1 3 1541
All subscriptions, correspond-
ence, and checks addressed to the
Maine Review should be sent to
Box 63 in Alumni Hall.
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Goose-Step Education
( From the Washington /Mitt.
News)
Before the U. S. Supreme Court I
IS an appeal 1,1* two student conscien-
thins object/trs %dui were suspended
Err m the University of California
because they refused to drill under
the student R.( ),TA:.
This case differs from one brought
on similar gri Rinds last year by a
University of Maryland student.
The high clitirt refused to take Fed-
eral jurisdiction in that case, but it
ts as asked IInk to I interpret a Mary-
land statute.
Clitinsel for the California stu-
dents appeals on a higher gri
that in refusing education wit lit alt
military drill the University of Cali-
fi irnia is denying religious f reedi tilt
as guaranteed by the Constitution.
It is interesting that their anima.). is
John Beardsley, who in 1931 argued
the case (if Yetta Stromherg,
\acted under the California "red Hag
la \\ ." In ruling against Calif( Irina
then the U. S. Supreme Court, for
the tirst time, in a state law
in order to protect the et institutii mal
principle of free speech. Now Mr.
Iteardsley is asking the high court tir
void a university ruling to protect
f im I if mscience.
Public opinion is with these stu-
dents. !lacking them are many
church organizatii ins, including their
nun Nlethodist dent aninatiiin. In
the last 10 years, (i5 institutions of
learning driopped military. training
and 1 ,1 made it an elective ciitirse.
Goose-step education is not edu-
cation.
Maine Review
The tirst issue id the University
r if Nlaine literary quarterly maga-
zine. the Ifaine Review, went to
'press Tuesday. During the past
few years. the Review has appeared
natty spasmodically and its subject
matter eviiked but little interest
from its readers.
.1 he 1934-5 cii-eilititrs of the mag-
azine have. we are told. tiromised a
wealth of the best literary thought
on the campus. There is a real need
1,1 a regular publication of this sort
at the University, and its readers
should find it well worth the pur-
chase price.
Congratulations
The Campus extends its hearty
ciingratulattons to the R.O.T.C.
hand on the shot\ ing which it made
at the Nlame-Colhy game last Sat-
urday. Painstaking etTurt on the
part of the leader and drum-major,
and long practice on the part of the
band members were evident in the
efficient manner in which the band
executed its maneuvers. It lies with-
in the pi twer of the hand to do much
to (level( ip true Maine spirit.
Effie Wooster '34. of Belfast, is teaching
lit Belfast and was attiring the alumnae
ssho returned this week-end.
•
Manilla Randall '34, of Hampden, re-
turned to the University this week-end
CORRESPONDENCE
(The correspondence columns of The Campus
ore open to tne public on pertinent subjects,
r
ed signedletters
 wear: twhel caoumt ehdor. Atlelailentlemc 
but 
letters 
sh':
pen name will be used in publication of the
letter if desired. The ideas stated in these
columns are not necessarily those of The Cam-
pus and should not be so considered. The edi-
he right to withhold any letter
Sr • part of any letter.)
Campus,
Dear Sir:
I for one have. been NY' indering if
it was with criminal intent that you
included that classic story College
Caprife in last week's Campus. I
have. a tile( try which I would like
confirmed. I have too great a re-
spect for your critical sense to be-
lieve fin- a it 14 that pat tin ought
that it was good. Nly theory is that
the ant lit r is a woman. My cimgrat-
ulations.
Env ii ins1 y
Carl Buntline
Fditor's Note --The short story
referred to above was published en -
hire!' the knowledge of the
editor, Ivho apologises both to thi.
triter of the letter and the author of
the story.)
Editor of the Maim Campus,
)var Sir :
It is my privilege to he the spokes-
man of the Sigma Chi fraternity in
C' xtending to you and the Cain Ifs
IL art our deep appreciatiem of the
markeil favor you acciorded us in
relaying to us the Bates-Maine
game. Please accept our sincere
wish that the present Campus
Board, which has already shown it-
self to be heartily interested in the
welfare of the University. may en-
joy a successful editorial year.
We should be pleased if yruii were
to enable its thrtaigh yang odium's
to tender our thanks to the adminis-
tratii tit and the many individuals to
\\ hi an we are indebted for services
during the quarantine.
Sincerely.
John C. Willey
Editor. The Maine Campus.
I >ear Sir:
Another football season is ne ,, •
over, the last Inane game of the
has been pktyed, and for many oi
tts the Stein Song has rung out aui
Alumni Field for the last time \\ 1
we are undergraduates. What a
shame it is that we must carry w ith
us the memories of such a half
hearted attempt to sing our Steir;
Sony as ue heard during the t
game!
In spite of their commendake ,tt
tempts to wring cheers out of the,
student body. our cheerleaders make
poor Slmg-lcaders. A passive rhyth-
mic slapping of a megaphone air clap
ping of the hands is not the way to
Make those in the stands sing, and
if the cheerleaders themselves stop
singing or merely mumble the words,
they have no right to expect a virile'
burst of song from the student body
in the stands.
To the students who will he here
THE MAINE CAMPUS
NEW TROPHY ROOM
INTRAMURAL VOLLEY BALL
SCHEDULE IS RELEASED
The annual intramural volley ball tour-
nament will begin on November 13, ac-
cording to informati,on received recently
Er' m the athletic department. As has
been Ow usual custom. three leagues have
been formed.
League A consists of Alpha Tau Omega,
Phi Kappa, Phi Mu Delta, Phi Eta Kap-
pa. Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Beta Theta Pi,
and Theta On ; league B. Phi Gamma
Delta, Landxla Chi Alpha, Kappa Sigma,
Tait Epsilon Phi, lkirm A, Delta Tau
Delta. Phi Kappa Sigma: I.eague C. Sig-
ma NU. Alpha Gamma Rho. Beta Kappa,
Sigma Chi. Dorm it, and Oak !fall.
Referees are Butler, Barrett, Chapman.
Collette. Cole, Crandall, Hotz. Currie.
Johnson, Saunders. Lord, Doherty.
Frame, Myers. Fitch. and Green.
Arthur I.. Deering, dean of the Cr allege
al Agriculture and directior of the Exten-
sion Service. and Donald W. Reed and A.
K. Gardner, both of the Extension Ser-
vice, will attend the Northeastern States
.1gricultural Conference, to be held No-
vember 8, 9, 10. in New York City.
Mr. Reed is on the Program Co 'tee
on Fruits, Vegetables. and Potatoes.
next fall to cheer our hard- w4irking
football team on to another State
Championship. let this be empha-
sized the T\•ord "shout- is not in
our Stein Song! I am well aw are of
the fact that Colby's band played the
Rudy Vallee version of our world-
famous song, but let us stick to the
I fficial words as they appear in our
Sonos of the I niversi y of Maine
and (in our migrants. Let's not use
the drummer version even though it
may be better known and a little
easier to sing.
We are Maine men and wi omen.
not radio crooners. Wien we sing
our inspiring Stein Song let's do it
correctly whether we are at a foot-
ball game OT elStnt here.
Sincerely.
Kenrick .1.. Sparrow
The telephone operator gives the Bal-
entine phone an experimental ring. Then
she goes in for jangling in earnest—ordi-
nary rings, short, sharp rings. long inces-
sant buzzes. A senior shrieks "Answer
the ph. rue'' to a freshman—on teleplurne
duty- -who drags her attention from her
knitting. mumbling "Knit win, purl three."
The frosh achieves the telephirne bocith
by slow steps, fumbles at the receiver,
and mumbles, "Ilmnimminnimnimnuno"?
"Is this Balentine Hall?" (The voice
is that of an impatient Campus editor.)
"Huh?"
"Balentine?"
"What?"
"Balentine. Is this Balentine?"
"‘Vait a minute and I'll see if she's in."
The frosh examines the room directory,
walks the length of the corridor, carries
on a short controversy with a colleague
raver the respective merits of green and
brown tree bark this season, and ultimate-
ly achieves the buzzer. In the interim she
has In the r,Roin number. She
returns tio the 1700111 list, finds whatever
she had in mind, and calls a number OH
fourth flu sir. Apparently it is the broom
closet, for there is 110 answer.
If no one interrupts her flimsy train of
thought, the freshman wanders down the
corridor--in the opposite direction from
the telephone. On reaching the south
study hall, she giggles self-consciously to
whomever is there, "Ha, ha. 1 thought
this was third floor."
Receiving iiii indication of recognition,
the weary mush %antlers the length of the
house to the plume. where four people are
nervously fingering nickels. waiting im-
patiently. The freshman picks up the re-
ceiver.
"She's not in." is the message she brings
to the weary individual at the other end
id the line. He. in the unlwarahly tofu!.
inters al, has bad a •liort nap. but iii as
maintain his presence of niind sufficient l)
to ask for some delinquent campus report-
er. who will, no doubt, wonder at the
shortness of his temper.
Which is all by way of explaining why
campus editors become telephone too.oth
artists, and why co-eds are frequently
asked to break the code of chivalry and
telephone fraternity houses on campus.
Largest Men's Store in a Hundred Miles
EAsi ERA. M.-iat:'s
ARROW SHIRTS
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
PHOENIX AND GORDON HOSE
DOBBS HATS—BERG HATS
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
MIDDISHADE CLOTHES
BARRON-ANDERSON OVERCOATS
scores of other famous lines,
in
ENORMOUS ASSORTMEN is
for Unlimited Selection
FROSH FOOTBALL MEN
TAKE OVER M.S.C. 21-0
Coach Phil Jones' 1938 eleven ended its
season with a clean slate last Friday af-
ternoon by downing a fighting team from
the .Maine Scluxil of Commerce 21-0 on
the freshman field. The 1938 yearlings
were the first of the cub teams to complete
a season undefeated since the 1933 outfit in
1929.
Keeping possession of the ball for the
greater portion of the contest, the frosh
pushed over three touchdowns and con-
verted all of the extra points. After a
sustained drive in the last of the first
period, the frosh scored with Reidman
carrying the ball on the first play in the
seomil ranutiat. Tnbey took a pass (aver
the visitor's goal line for the extra point.
A pass from Eliot to Tube,' brought the
frosh their second score and Swenson
rushed for the seventh point. In the final
period Swenson broke loose from scrim-
mage for a 52 yard jaunt only to slip when
he reached the M.S.C. three yard stripe.
On the next Inlay Eliot carried for the
score and Swenson plunged over to make
the final tally 21-0.
Gus Fay '37, Kappa Sigma pledge, has
a very sever case of tonsilitis.
•
Mrs. Frye, of Portland, visited her
daughter. Dorothy Frye. over the week-
end.
Methodist Episcopal Church
Armistice Sunday
Charles O'Connor. former Maine
and teacher at Millinocket High s , .
will speak to the Wesley Foundati..i s.
dent Forum at its meeting in the ‘\ H
House, taking for his subject "Wli
tate for Peace?" All students and ia
niembers are invited. Come to the
Vestry for the Assembly and ‘‘
at seven o'clock.
Rev. Nelson E. Canfield, past .r ,
Methodist Church at Brewer, will
the Adult Foruni, which nieets
same time, 1011 the subject "Makers ,.t
and Peace."
Mr telling WI ffship at 10:30 with •crti
lay the pastor, Rev. Herman D. ,s.
on the theme "Why I Ant Opp.—
Compulsory Military Training."
Saint John's Universalist Church
November 11
At Saint John's Universalist Churih
there will he Scorning Worship at ln 311
with Rev. T. W. Horsfield speaking
"The Law of Growth." Miss Margaret
Homer, soloist. and Miss Belle Vireic au
the organ. A cordial invitation to
with us is extended to all members 11,e
student body.
MITO GA
Arrow's new form-
fitting shirt. Slopes
at the shoulders, tap-
ers with the arms, fol-
lows the natural body
line shoulder tow
/n all models.
Sanforized-Shrunk.
Drop in and let us
show you MITOGA'S
many advantages.
$2 up
VIRGIE'S
Orono
As streamlined as a tarpon — the Arrow Mitoga
shirt is scientifically tailored to conform to the con-
tour of your body. Large roomy shoulders, narrow
waist and tapered sleeves—no bunching or bulging
anywhere. If you like something just a bit different,
you'll favor the full-fashioned MITOGA. $2 and xi)
/BROW SHIRT
SANFORIZED SHRUNK
t ('ITT, et' ABODY & CO., INC., TROY, N. Y.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
:INITIATION BEING HELD
BY SIGMA NU FRATERNITY
The following men are now being initi-
ated by Sigma Nu fraternity : Ralph Be-
se, Thomas Houghton, Jolin As erill,
Gardner Peterson. I.ennox.
George Littlefield, Gale Robinson, Burr
1/asciimbe. Leonard liaietz. Maurice I/ay,
Richard Haskell, Parker Allen. Leonard
Crockett. Edwin Flint, Philip Dolut.
Charles Buck. and Escrett Brewer.
• 
N. H. GOVERNOR-ELECT IS
GRADUATE OF UNIVERSITY
Hon. IL Styles Bridges, of Concord.
N. H., class of 1918, was yesterday elect-
ed Governor of the State of New Hamp-
shire, on the Republican ticket according
to early election returns as reported in
the press.
Mr. Bridges, who is now serving his
third year as public utilities conanissioner
of New Hampshire, has been active and
prominent in political and civic affairs of
his city anti state. He is a native of Pt-in-
broke, Maine. where he attended school.
The Interfraternity Council announces
the pledging of the following men to Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity : Lester A. Felt.
James G. Griffin, William A. Coffin, Earl
M. Sproul.
Results of 3rd round playoffs in the
tennis tournament follow :
Webb defeated Loveless 6-4, 4-6, 6-1;
Brookes defeated R. Hamilton 6-1, 6-1;
E. Frost defeated Wadleigh 6-4, 6-1;
Plummer defeated Johnstone 6-1, 6-2;
Fellows defeated Raymond 6-1, 6-1; P.
Frost defeated Cronkite 6-3, 44,, 6-3.
Marie Gregory and Margaret
Wright from Caribou, and Mildred
Thibodeau from Colby College visited
Ethel Mae Currier at the Maples over
the week-end.
Bruce Moyer, ex-'35, and Barbara
MacKenzie, ex-'37, were on campus
this week-end and attended the Phi
Gamma Delta informal Saturday eve-
ning.
Harold Sutton, '09,• a member of the
board of trustees, and his wife visited
their daughter, Mary Hale Sutton, '38,
over the week-end.
Alpha Thayer, '34, • attended the Phi '
Kappa Sigma informal while on cam-
pus during the last two weeks.
Paul Langlois, '34,• and Arne Men-
ton, '34, were visitors on campus this
week-end.
Peter Karalekm, '34, is spending a
few weeks on campus at the Kappa
Sigma house.
•
Ernestine Andrews retirrned to her
home in Bingham this week-end.
•
Rena Robinson visited in Bangor
during the past week-end.
X COUNTRY MEN IN BOSTON MEET MONDAY
Betty Higgins from Deering was
Louise Getchell's guest over the week-
end.
•
Annie MacLellan a• nd Barbara San-
born visited in Bangor during the
week-end. •
W. A. Mosher
Orono
Headquarters f",-
Floor wax, ballroom wax,
shellac, sweeping compound
Special low price on all the ab, :\
Geneva Epstein and Elisabeth Shiro
went to their nomes in Bangor during
the week-end.
You Will Find the Following Nationally Advertised Brands
on Our Toilet Goods Counter
At 10c
Lady Esther
NVoi•dbury's
Pond's
Golden Peacock
Colgate's
Gay's
Kissproof
Tangee
Mavis
Savage
Maybelline
Italian Balm
lind's
Jergens Lotion
Kleenex
Mum
Dew
Zip
Neet
Djer Kiss
April Showers
F & 0
Cutex
I.isterine
lir. Warrens
lodent
Pepstaletit
Pebecii
(paint
Watkins
Wildroot
K;itex
1.ifebuoy
Ivory
Camay
Cuticura
Palmolive
And Many Others
When in Need of Toilet Goods Try
PARK'S
31-37 Mill St., Oron..
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
SOCIOLOG, ;5 THE SCIENCE OF
SOCIETY — PLATO AND ARISTOTLE
PARTICULARLY , WERE THE FATHER5
OF THIS SCIENCE--
ETC ,
PIPE SCIENCE
THERE 15 A DEFINITE TREND IN
SOCIETY TOWARD A BETTER
  
th, SMOKING TOBACCO
rs' lz AND THE REASON 15
• • • "NO-BITE" ,
r"\ PRINCE ALBERT.'
ZOOLOGY EXHIBITION
FEATURES
A salt ss•ater aquartarn created the
atmosphere of a tide pool. Minute
snails and starfish clung to the sides.
Sea urchins and sea anernomes, 
barn-
acles could be seen between small
rtrands of sea weed. Lively crus-
1,•eans wriggled through the water.
The Botany display was arranged
by Dr. Steinmetz. There was a spec-
troscope that gave the light energy
needed for photosynthesis, or the pro-
cess of starch-making, in the leaf. It
showed the portion of the visible spec-
trum as it is absorbed by the pigments
in the leaf. Another experiment was
set up to demonstrate the sap stream
in plants. Three carnations stood in
three jars of blue, green and un-
colored water. The dye appeared in the
petals, where the water accumulates.
Another experiment showed where
evaporation in plants is most rapid.
This was done by determining the
amount of water lost by the plant in
transpiration. The soil in which the
plant was grown was sealed from the
air by a metal shell and paraffin. The
subsequent loss in weight gives the
weight of the evaporated, or tran-
spired, water from the aerial part of
the plant.
The water culture method deter-
mined the elements necessary for plant
growth. Seedlings that lacked iron,
nitrogen, phosphorous and carbon
showed different characteristics. For
instance, lack of calcium made the
roots short and stubby.
Among the other exhibits; were the
entomological exhibit of moths and
butterflies. One of the collections was
forty years old. Joe Marsh had the
most complete collection on display.
The histology room showed all the
steps in making slides. The forestry
room had an example of the tran-
sitional stage between ferns and the
higher plants, a plant collection, and
specimens of silicified wood.
"Man, What is he'!" The room with
this sign on it had first the Alpha,
hich was an egg, then the Omega,
with a bone and brain on display. Jack
Diamond allowed people to listen to
his heart with a stethoscope, while
"flunky" Hallenback showed the still
beating heart of a turtle.
Carl Flynn was in charge of the
embryology exhibit which showed the
process of cell division, and the later
embryonic development of the chicken.;
The Ornithology exhibit showed thel
birds belonging to the Maine fields,l
gardens and coast. Pictures, photo-
graphs and stuffed birds carried out
the plan.
In the bacteriology room, different
teqs for typhoid and tuberculosis in
milk were shown.
Saturday afternoon while the Bears and
Mules were tasseling with the pigskin.
Maine's cross country champs defeated
C-lby 22 to 39.
Veysey of Colby won first place with a
time of 22 minutes, 37 seconds; Ken and
Ernie Black and Bill Hunnewell Maine
rn,-1, tied for second place. Following
"-• -7 in order came De Veber tif Colby;
rs, Corbett. Wishart, and Ohler.
and Pritham, Humphrey. and
.1hy.
1.• vite of the fact that Maine lacked
• ',liar performers in the persons of
ind Stagg. the results of the meet,
general improvement in times for
-•irse led Coach Jenkins to expect a
-wing at the New England Cross
, Meet. It is expected that the
••• • re squad will be in condition to run in
• -t which is scheduled for Monday.
'•••r 12
CHURCH NOTICE
Fellowship Church
N”vember II
twing Arntistice Sunday lir.
M. Sharpe will speak upon the
They Sought a Better Country."
I I II 
'13-14, Members of all patriotic
• ors. and all Young Americans are
tally invited to attend this service.
Students' Class for Men and
will meet at 11 :30 under the lead-
* Dean Muilenhurg. All students
invited.
;utig People's Club at the Manse
- 8:15. Dr. George Fundenburg
-peak upon "Some Phases of Life in
e Trbday." All young people invited.
i Googins spent the week-end
' e her aunt in Bangor.
The Viies Co.
1
.01)11()PPER KNITS
for
Campus Wear
"Marinette"
FRESHMAN HARRIERS IN
DOUBLE VICTORY FRIDAY
The Pale Blue's two freshman harrier
teams won a double victory last Friday.
afternoon, Team outscoring Old Town
24-35, while Trani B defeated Brewer 23-
37. Although the run was scored as two
separate meets, all four teams ran the
three mile grind together with Sawyer
of Old Town leading the way Is inc iii 17
minutes and 30 seconds.
The order of finish: Sawyer, Old Town;
Waddington, A; Dalton. Brewer; Cook,
Old Town; Smith, A; Cain, A; Hussey,
A; Wishart, Schoppee, A ; Troland,
B; Hinckley. Old Town; Henderson, A :
Mayo, Brewer; Storey, B; Forde, It;
Thompson, B; Fuger, A; Kelley, B;
Francis, Old Town; Hall, Brewer; Smith,
B; Mitchell, Brewer.
PERSONALS
Hazel Ferro '34 spent the week-end vis-
iting friends in Balentine Hall.
•
Alpha Thayer '34 returned to the cam-
pus this week-end. lie is a member of
Phi Eta Kappa fraternity and is teaching
niathematics.
•
Margaret Fowles '32 spent the week-end
visiting her sister, Rachel Fowles. Miss
Fowles is a graduate of Maine, and is a
teacher at Lisbon Falls.
•
Freeman Webb, Theta Chi, returned to
the campus this week-end.
•
Mrs. Francis Yusk. of Ellsworth, a
member of the Delta Zeta sorority at
Adelphi College, attended the Delta Zeta
Altunnae reunion this week-end.
•
Ernestine Moore '34, of Morrill, re-
turned to visit her friends in Balentine
hail this week-end. Miss Moore is teach-
ing in Old Orchard.
•
Claire Sanders '34. of Sangerville, came
back for Homecoming Day.
•
Mary Covell '34, of Monmouth, is doing
social work in Skowhegan.
•
Marguerite Morrison '34, of Winter
Harbor, is attending the Washington
State Normal School at Machias. She
spent the week-end at the University.
4,
E. Fournier spent the week-end at
her home in Bingham.
Hildegarde Fortin returned to her
home in Jackman over the week-end.
•
S. E. Heisted visited in Rockport
over the week-end.
Mary Hale Sutton spent the week-
end visiting in Orono.
•
Katherine Bunker visited Mrs. C.
Feely in Orono over the week-end.
Midge Strout and Frances Knight
visited at Mrs. Myers in Orono over
the week-end.
•
Dorothy Thibodeau and Margorie
Spooner from Caribou, visited Mary
Pendell at the Maples over the week-
end.
Dorothy Mitchell from Bar Harbor
was a guest of her sister, Jean, at
the Maples over the week-end.
Louise Hinman, '36, spent the week-
end at her home in Skowhegan.
•
•
Orono Filling Station
TYDOL GAS
VEEDOL OIL
PERSONALITY WAVES
Buffum Beauty Shop
()pal,' 33 Main St
SPECIAL SALE
First Quality
Pure Silk
Full Fashioned
HOSIERY
New Fall Shades
490 PR.
At
PARK'S
31-37 Mill St., Orono
Uk(a, i A I S.
We Roast Our Own Peanuts
Jumbo Peanuts
Red Jacket Peanuts
Spanish Peanuts
Mixed Nuts
354' lb.
30e lb.
25c lb.
69c lb.
Roasted in pure olive oil
Sec it Today
A Fine Line of Frat. Stationery
at 95 cents
University Store Co.
On the Campus
THE CONTENTS OF THE HUMAN
MIND HAVE ULTIMATE RELATIONS
TO THE GOVERNING PRINCIPLES
OF THE SCIENCE OF SOCIAL
EVOLUTION AND 50 FORTH --
• •
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Elizabeth Ashby visited Mrs. D.
Honistead at her home in Orono dur-
ing the week-end.
Carolyn Currier visited at her home
in Bangor during the week-end.
• 
Thurs., Nov. 8
First presentation in this vicinity of
Ursula Parriat's
"THERE'S ALWAYS
TOMORROW"
with Frank Morgan, Itinnie Barnes,
Lois 1A'ilson, Alan liale, and others
An interesting and intelligent
drama that is outstanding
Fri.. Nov. 9
"WE'RE RICH AGAIN"
with Marion Nix ii, Edna May-
()liver, Buster Crabbe, Billie Burke,
Grant Mitchell, Joan Marsh, and
others. A comedy worth seeing.
Sat., Nov. 10
"MILLION DOLLAR
RANSOM"
a Damon Runyon melodrama. with
Edward Arnold, Mary Carlisle,
Phillips Holmes, and an all star
cast.
Also chapter #2 serial "RED
RIDER" with Buck Jones
Mon. & Tues., Nov. 12-13
"THE AFFAIRS OF
CELLINI"
Positively the highest type romantic
comedy that has !veil prixiticed this
season "made to order for Orono
patrons."
starring
Frank Morgan, Constance Bennett,
and Frederic March.
The plot was taken from the play
"The Firebrand" by Edwin Justis
Mayer. Do yourself a favor and
don't niiss it.
Wed.. Nov. 14
"Two for One To-night"
"WAKE UP AND DREAM"
ith Russ Colima)°, June Knight,
and Roger Pryor. A picture for
everybody—there is good music,
rmiantic interest and excellent
; omedy situations in this picture.
NOTICE—this theatre will open
with the only "Wide Range Record-
ing" system in Otis part of Maine,
on Thurs., Nov. IS, with "JUDGE
' R I EST."
SOCIETY 15 SLOWLY RISING
TOWARDS A MORE ORGANIC
TYPE WHICH IS CALLED THE
SOCIAL PROCESS ETC, AD
FINITUM 
ET 
CETERA , B'6051-4
' 
'
m.J
AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
IT IS not only top-quality tobaccos
that make Prince Albert the finest smoking tobacco you
have ever tried— in addition, these choice tobaccos are
blended by a secret method and then treated by a special
process which absolutely removes all the "bite." You'll
triloy this mellow smoke— full of rich, smooth flavor!
ORME ALBERT
—THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE!
/
rr !chi. 1934, II .1 R•rnnids Tobacco Cowmen,
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Dr. Arthur Hauck Inaugurated
Here in Simple Service
(Continued from Page One)
,
Address—The Policies of The
Trustees Edward E. Chase
3. Music—by a selected group from
the Bangor Symphony Orchestra
4. Address—The Place of the Uni-
versity in Public Education
Bertram E. Packard, Commis-
sioner of Education
5. Music
b. Inaugural Address—The University
and the State
Arthur A. Hauck, President
7. Music—University Hymn
8. Recessional
President Ilauck's speech was as fol-
lows:
"This ceremony which marks my in-
auguration into the presidency of the Uni-
versity of Maine takes place only four
months after my arrival to assume the
duties of that office. It would, therefore,
be presumptuous for me to attempt to out-
line in detail a program for the future
development of the University. Yet my
part in these ceremonies would not be ful-
filled if I did not express, in general terms
at least, my hopes for the University and
the principles that shall guide me in the
administration of my office. It is quite
possible that you will perceive nothing
new in what I have to say. My predeces-
sors probably discussed similar matters
when they were inaugurated. The Trus-
tees' statement of policy which you have
just heard touches upiin some of the mat-
ters about which I shall speak.
"First, I wish to express my apprecia-
tion to all who honor the University by
their presence here today. This gather-
ing is significant, not because of what is
said here, but because it brings together
as allies in a common undertaking trus-
tees. students. ins-tubers of the faculty,
former presidents of the University, alum-
ni, representatives of friendly institutions
within the State and of the public school
system, and other devoted friends of the
University.
"Education has been closely identified
with the community life- of Maine since
the days when the first settlers established
their homes in the wilderness. The fol-
lowing quotation from Wm. D. William-
son's The history of the State of Maine
From Its First Discovery A.D. 1602 to
the Separation A.D. 1820." states the phil-
osophy of education which was held by
the founders of the state.
'Education has been esteemed by
every age since the country was set-
tled, as the guardian spirit of civil
and religious liberty. and the main
supporter of a republican government.
At a very early period it was enjoined
upon parents by law, that their chil-
dren be taught 'perfectly to read the
English tongue;' and be acquainted
with 'the scriptures and principal laws.'
By an ordinance of 1647, all towns
were required to support free and
common schools; and also grammar-
schools, when the towns were so large
as to contain 100 families. These rudi-
mental seminaries were put upon the
most judicious foundation. They were
open to every description of youth
and children; all being equals, and
all aiming to distinguish themselves
by motives of merit. So highly pop-
ular has been the school-system at all
times, that government and the best
of men have always taken the ut-
most pains to promote and improve it.'
This faith in the value of public education
for citizenship and for the des elopment of
the individual to his highest and best has
been maintained through almost 300 years
of our history.
"The University of Maine grew out of
this pintos, ph- of education. During the
dark and uncertain days of the Civil War,
Ciingress pa,sed. aid President Lincoln
signed. the Morrill Act. This Act is
commonly known as the Land-Grant Bill,
because under its poivisiiins the states and
territories of the Nation were assigned
public lands which they were to sell "to
promote the liberal and practical educa-
tion of the industrial classes in the several
pursuit and professiials c4 life." This
sounded a new note in higher education.
Provision was now made fim the education,
on the collegiate level, of farmers, arti-
sans, merchants. homemakers, and engi-
neers. Within eight years after the pas-
sage of the Act, 37 states had expressed
their desire to establish the new type of
college, and among them was the State
if Maine. Our Legislature in March, 1863,
voted to accept the Act and by the fall of
1868 "the Maine State College of Agricul-
ture and the Mechanic Arts," as it was
called until 1897 when it became "The
University of Maine." opened its doors
to the first students. Twelve men were
enrolled that year and six ef them were
graduated in 1872.
"This is not the place, IP ,r is there time,
to dwell on the history of the University
but a few comparative figures are cited
to indicate the extent of the University's
service to the young men and women of
Maine during its 66 years of existence.
During the nine-year period of 1872-1880,1
134 degrees were conferred. 202 degrees '
in the succeeding nine years, and in the 1
period from 1926-1934, 2608 students were
graduated. Since the foundation of the
University more than 10.000 students .
have received instruction on its campus
and a total of 7,100 degrees have been
conferred.
,
"We shall not forget, then, that tne
University is a servant to the State. Our
highest ambition is to do our work so
high in instruction, in research, and in
spreading knowledge by means of the
extension service and thru faculty partici-
pation in the economic and cultural life
of the State, that we, like those pioneer
schools about which the historian wrote,
shall merit the continued support of 'gov-
ernment and the best of men.' In 1830
it was said that the citizens of Maine took
the 'utmost pains to promote and improve
the school system.' So today their de-
scendants must see to it that education is
properly support. In saying this I ant
not thinking in terms of the University
alone. The University shares with the
public schools, private academies, normal
schools and the colleges of the State, the
hope that by working together they may
provide educational opportunities worthy
of a State that is noted, above everything
else, for the high quality of its human re-
sources.
"How may the University do its part in
achieving this goal? Our first concern
will be to maintain high standards in all
we undertake. Fortunately the Univer-
sity of Maine has not confused bigness
with greatness. Here there is no over-
developed program, no over-expanded
physical plant. It has wisely limited its
offerings, realizing that available re-
sources should not be scattered in trying
to duplicate the diversity of courses of-
fered in the universities of more ptpuliius
states. High achievement is preferred in
the fields where the University's services
will count for most in advancing the state's
economic and cultural interests.
So in the fields of agriculture, forestry,
home economics, engineering and its
branches, in the school of education, and
in our graduate courses, we are not sat-
isfied merely to graduate and women
trained in the specialty of their choice.
They must be so well trained that they
can compete for places of leadership in
their vocations with the graduates of any
first-class institution. Our instructional
and laboratory facilities must be main-
tained at a level where this can be ac-
complished.
"The college of arts and sciences is an
indispensable part of any university or-
ganization and as such must set up for its
students high standards for intellectual
achievement. Its special province is to
provide a general and adequate founda-
tion for living in a changing world. The
curriculum embracing the physical. math-
ematical and biological sciences, the social
sciences, and the humanities includes those
subjects which are considered essential for
equipping the individual to understand
himself, the werhl in which he lives, and
his place in the universe. The college of
arts and sciences is also the service depart-
ment for all the other colleges on the
campus and offers the basic preparation
necessary for the study of professions such
as law, medicine, teaching, and dentistry,
and for a wide variety of other occupa-
thins.
"In order that the University may keep
its place with those institutions of rec-
ognized merit there must be constant ap-
praisal of our efforts. There would be
grave danger in assuming a complacent
attitude. The curriculum is not fixed.
It must be revised from time to time to fit
new situations and new needs as they
arise. The faculty must be ready to adapt
to our particular needs the results of ex-
periments conducted in other institutions.
The professional departments will, if the
present tendencies in these fields persist,
be concerned with supplementing the tech-
nical curriculum with a background of
cultural studies. The college of arts and
sciences, in its turn, will increasingly
stress in its program more of the thor-
oughness and high standards of perform-
ance which characterizes special training.
"Thus far I have dealt with quality of
instruction as one of the factors that de-
termines the character of the university.
The achin einem of satisfactory results
in teaching depends essentially upon a
good faculty and quality of the students.
The University must maintain conditions
which make living and teaching here at-
tractive to men and women of tine char-
acter and scholarly distinction. It must
pay salaries that are comparable with
those paid for similar services in other
high-grade institutions. It must mot ide
the members of its teaching and research
staff with opportunities for growth and
for keeping in touch with the developments
in their respective fields. In this connec-
tion, it is desirable to set up, as main as
finances permit, a definite plan for grant-
ing sabbatical leaves.
"The University seeks to attract stu-
dents who are able to profit by the oppor-
tunities it offers. It limits enrollment to
those whose records in secondary school
indicate that they can carry a college
course successfully. There is a difference
of opinion in regard to this question of
admissiint to state supported institutions.
It is maintained by sonic that a State Uni-
versity should welcome every high school
graduate who seeks admission. Where
this is done, there is a drastic weeding out
at the end of a semester or a year. Such
a procedure is wasteful and not consistent
with maintaining adequate standards. It
is a handicap to those students who are
well qualified upon entrance. It works
a serious financial hardship upon parents,
and students who are dripped leave with
a sense I,f inferiority and failure. In my
opinion the University serves the educa-
tional interests of the state best, not by
maintaining low standards for admission
but by intelligent methods of selection.
"After a student has been admitted, we
shall deal with him not en masse but as
an individual. We feel that it is our
responsibility to adjust his college pro-
gram, insofar as we possibly can, to his
particular nerds and interests. If it is
discovered that a student is not adapted
for the study of the course of his first
choosing, but has adequate ability and a
serious purpose, we shall try to help him
find his place in another field of academic
endeavor. We are intensely interested in
having the student of superior ability do
intellectual work commensurate with his
capacity. It is hoped that the honors
courses already established will be ex-
tended and that we can devise other in-
centives which offer greater freedom and
wider opportunity for independent study.
"Having discussed our responsibility for
fitting the college program to the needs
of the students, I wish to express my con-
fidence and faith in the students now at-
tending the University. Last spring, when
I was discussing with a friend, whose ad-
vice I sought, the possibility of corning
here, he said, 'I am sure of one thing, if
you go you will like the students. They
are as up-standing a lot of young people as
I have ever met.' I have not been dis-
appointed. In the short time that I have
been on the campus I have been impressed
by the sincerity, cooperation and friendli-
ness of Maine students. Their welfare
is the University's first concern.
"We know that in these days of fi-
nancial stress there are many young men
and women of the state who are unable
to attend the University because they
lack sufficient funds to do so. Among
them are many of outstanding character
and achievement. In the years ahead I
sincerely hope that we may, through the
generous interest of alumni and friends,
build up scholarship and loan funds which
will enable us to do our part with other
Maine Colleges in extending to such
potentially fine sttidents arid citizens, the
opportunity for higher education.
"In the quotation I read, which was
taken from Williamson's history of Maine,
you will recall that he stated that educa-
tion was esteemed as the 'main supporter
of a republican government' and that
parents were enjoined by law to see to it
that their children were acquainted with
the principal laws. Thus, in the earliest
days of our State one of the primary aims
of education was preparation for citizen-
ship. If college men and women in general
have a responsibility for serving their
community and the social order, it is a
particular obligation upon those who have
attended state supported institutions. Hav-
ing assisted in providing educational facili-
ties, the state is entitled to sonic volun-
tary service in return. Here in the United
States, it is said, there are as many stu-
dents in colleges and universities as in
similar institutions in all the rest of the
world. If there is any group who should
feel a responsibility for using their in-
fluence and knowledge for the further-
ance of the cultural and civic interests of
their community, it is those who have
profited by the opportunity for higher ed-
ucation. The University of Maine, while
encouraging individual initiative and self-
improvement. recognizes its ohligatiim to
imbue its students with a desire to take
a constructive part in the civic and politi-
cal life of their state and nation. Think
of the part they can play in building a let-
ter siicial order!
"The educational program of the Uni-
versity would not be complete if it of-
fered only an opportunity for intellectual
development and failed to stress spiritual
values. NVe shall continue to encourage
those things which contribute to aesthetic
appreciation and to the building of upright
character. Our hope is that our gradu-
ates, because they have studied here and
have participated in the social and cultural
activities of this university community,
will be numbered among those whose en-
joyment of life is increased through the
appreciation of fine music, drama. and
pictures and through the reading of good
books. We are eager to see developed
in our students those qualities of char-
acter which are their heritage as sons and
daughters of Maine. Honesty. fortitude,
initiative, self-reliance, loyalty and help-
fulness—there are the traits which we
claim as distinctly ours to cherish and to
preserve. As members of the faculty we
recognize our responsibility for maintain-
ing in slur lives those high principles which
we hold up to our students. While the
University as a state institution dies not
teach the religion of a particular creed.
we are ready at all times to cooperate with
those religious organizations which in-
clude students of the University among
their menibers. Our own religious organ-
izations seek to promote an attitude of
reverence and to stimulate an interest in
religious activity which finds expression
in worship, in social service, and in the
everyday life of the campus.
a final word. I wish to express ap-
preciation to all who have made my en-
trance upon the duties of my office SO
pleasant. The cordial welcome which I
have met from faculty and students has
been deeply gratifying. I has e c011ne to
have a keen appreciatiin of the splendid
mt.% ice which the trustees are giving to
the University and to the State. Their
concern for the University is that it may
progress along lines which shall enable it
to render sen-ice of high quality to the
citizens of the State.
'At e are happy to has e tie alumis with
us today. The graduates of this institution
have dentonstrated in careers of useful-
ness in many fields, and in service for the
welfare of community, state, and nation,
the effectiveness and value of the education
they received here. It is significant that
we meet for this ceremony in the building
which is their gift, a ntintintent to their
loyalty to the University, a niemorial
honoring the memory of comrades who
gave their lives in the service of country.
"Service to the State, cooperation with
all its educational agencies, the mainte-
nance of high standards in everything we
undertake. emphasis upon those elements
in our university life that make for good
citizenship and abundant living; these are
the goals we set before us. Toward their
attainment I pledge my best efforts."
Fourth Homecoming Is Very
Successful; Throng at Luncheon
(Continued front Page One)
alumni visitors that they are to be heard
from another year.
The meeting of "M" men in the Trophy
Room Friday night was attended by 65
alumni and students though relatively few
undergraduates were present. Richard F.
Talbot '07, of Orono, was elected presi-
dent, Roy G. Higgins '17, of Springfield,
Mass., vice-president, and "Ted" Curtis
'23, secretary-treasurer of the organiza-
tion.
Elsewhere is given a report of the in-
auguration. The luncheon was considered
the finest of the four which have been held
since Homecoming was started. Neil
Calderwood played the piano while Ermo
Scott led the singing and the Maine Bears
furnished music for the guests. The
speakers at this function were George S.
Williams '05. Augusta, president of the
Alumni Association who introduced Dr.
Hauck as chairman of the event. Presi-
dent Hauck then introduced the following
men: Dr. Johnson, president of Colby:
Dr. Sills, president of Bowdon' ; Dr. Paul
Mort, director of the School of Educa-
tion, Columbia L'iliversity ; Honorable
Harmon G. Allen. president of the Board
of Trustees; Dr. Moreland King, head
of the Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment, Lafayette College; and George S.
‘Villiams who awarded the Alumni Ser-
vice Emblem to Allen W. Stephens '99
as reported in another column. Others
who were at the head table were Hosea B.
Buck '93, Alumni Trustee, and Harold M.
Pierce '19, of Bangor, vice-president of
the General Alumni Association.
University To Start Series of
Broadcasts from Lord Hall Soon
(( ontinued from Page One)
Robert Heilman, Dr. Kenneth Miles.
College of Technology : Professor Wal-
ter Creamer, chairman, Professor W. S.
Evans, Professor Lyle C. Jenness, Pro-
fessor Irving•Prageman.
School of Education : Professor John R.
Crawford,
Agricultural Experiment Station: Dr.
Frank H. Lathrop, chairman, Mr. Elmer
R. Tohey, Dr. Joseph Citucka, Dr. Mari-
on Sweetman.
The following program, scheduled for
the week of November 12, has been an-
nounced by the Committee:
Monday, November 12—John H. Ilud-
dilston, Professor of Ancient Civilization
and lecturer on Art History, will speak
on "Plato Through the Ages."
Tuesday, November 13—Charles A.
Brautlecht, Professor of Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering, will speak on
"Chemistry in Maine Industry."
Wednesday, November 14—Roger
Clapp, Assistant Professor of Horticul-
ture, will speak on "Bulbs to Bloom This
Winter."
Thursday, November 15—Francois J.
Kueny, Professor of Romance Languages,
will speak on "A French Christening" (a
lecture in the French Language).
Friday, November 16—James O. Day,
I THE BOOKWORM
The thanks we we to the modern
pressman's art should be recognized by
all who hate interest in the pictorial arts.
During the past week there has been ample
evidence in proof of this in the little col-
lection of books on modern art which the
library has placed on the table at the en-
trance. There we find books, in fine
format, beautifully printed and illustrated,
bringing to us. isolated as we are from
art museums, something inure than a sug-
gestion of what the modern spirit in art
has been and at what contemporary Euro-
pean and Anierican artists are aiming.
For the reader who wishes to orient
himself before studying the plates Clive
Bell's Since Ceramme, or the last chapters
of Thomas Craven's best-seller, 3lers of
.4rt, should prove most helpful. On the
other hand, the student of biography might
du well to attack Meier-Graefe's study of
the eccentric Vincent Van Gogh, and the
introductory section of Modern French
Painters by Maurice Raynal. But most
important of all are the reproductions of
the originals in all of these volumes. Many
of them are strikingly illustrated in color,
and all of them like new food, quickening
our appetite, after the over-large doses
of Victorian art which have been fed to
us.
As a matter of being well-informed, one
should not fail to look up Duchamps Nude
Descending thr Stairs, which, if my mem-
ory serves me rightly, is the picture which
was awarded a prize last year, and then
subsequently found to have been hung up-
side-down!
The truly fine poster of a formalized
woodland scene which with its title of
Art Modern has served to attract the at-
tention of many students and faculty' to
these books, will soon be changed. In its
place we shall find one of those fine old
sea rovers, a Viking ship, bearing its crew
of warriors over the heaving whale road.
And then who will be able to resist the
lure of Adventure, for that will be the
subject of the library's next display of
books. All of the old friends of Jules
Verne should be on hand in order to try
to get the Jules Vente Omnibus contain-
ing four complete novels, among them
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and Around
the World in 80 Days.
For those more romantically inclined
there are two volumes of Jeffry Farnol,
an omnibus of historical romances by
Stanley' Weyman, and James Oliver Cur-
wood's adventurous tale of the Canadian
vssiods, The Black Hunter. The most
recent of these books of adventure, The
Fool of l'enus, deals with the earliest peri-
od. The Fool of Venus is the story of
Peire Vidal, who as a jongleur left to
posterity some 48 songs which compose a
sort of lyrical diary, addressed to lovely
ladies or generous patrons.
Mrs. Maynard A. Cassady, Province
President of Pi Beta Phi sorority, spent
the week-end visiting the Maine Alpha
Chapter of Pi Beta Phi. Mrs. Cassady is
the student adviser at the School of Nurs-
ing in Rochester, N. Y.
Men's News Editor of tile Maine Campus,
will broadcast University news of the
week.
From two especially constructed rooms
in Lord Hall, the broadcast will be carried
through University microphimes and amp-
lifiers over a telephone line to the WLBZ
transmitter. Stuart Nlosher, student rep-
resentative, and Jack Atwood, WLBZ
announcer and former Maine man, are
aiding Professor Creamier in the various
details of the broadcasting.
It is hoped that this series of broadcasts
will prove of interest to the people of the
State and that a large audience will tune
in regularly at 7:45 p.m. to follow the
scheduled programs which bring the Uni-
versity to the home.
WORLD'S FAIR HERE TO
BE COLORFUL AFFAIR
Pearson Textile Exhibit Will Be
Feature of World's Fair
To Be Held Soon
Delicately tinted Japanese prints. Dutch
cocoa, colorful Italian ware, Siaed
weaving, and German cakes are any
the varied articles that will be sold bs
girls dressed in the costumes of differs...
nations at the World's Fair, sponsored h
the Y.W.C.A. and M.C.A., November 17,
lii 
ilTleextiNelfesinworoltaei Gn)b.nly nCaelruni.entral Arner:ian
Indians and collected by Miss Adelaide
Pearson, of Bluehill, will be exhibited.
The ten countries, with the committees
working on them, are: Japan: Agnes
Crowley. chairman, Blanche Holman,
Margaret Hall, Christine Homer, Jose.
phine Snare, Alice Sisco; Mexico: Vel-
ma Colson, chairman, Theresa Oakman.
Bernice Yeomans; China : Mabelle Ash-
worth, chairman, Alice McMullen, Rena
Allen, Leonore Don-, Mary Hawkes:
Holland: Hope Whitman, chairman, Betty
Littlefield, Lucy Cobb, Alice Campbell,
Jane Stillman; Russia: Carol Stevens,
chairman, Althea Millet, Mary Hale Sut-
ton, Libby Philbrook, Madeleine Frazier,
Cynthia Wasgatt,
India: Jane Sullivan, chairman, Phyl-
lis Dimitre, Ruth Libby, Miriam Linscott,
Audrey Bishop; Germany: Rosemary
Boardman, chairman, Betty Drummond,
Marjorie Lynds, Mary Leighton, Jean
Mitchell, Rose Whitmore; Sweden: He-
lene Cousins, chairman, Anna Eliasson,
Solveig Heistad, Barbara Lancaster, Kay
Cox, Ethel Mae Currier; Italy: Ruth
Gexxlwin, chairman, Eleanor Merriman,
Annette Youngs, Libby Story, Donal-.
Sawyer; Central American exhibit: Lou-
ise Steeves, Claire Saunders,
Betty Sullivan heads the entertainment
committee. Assisting are Betty Bruce,
Marian Hatch, Evelyn Adriance, Mar-
garet Homer, Ruth Kimball, Carobs
Brown, Margaret Maim, Louise Hasting
Beryl Warner, and Roberta Lewis.
A stag dance will he held in the eve-
ning.
Stephens Is Recipient
Of Service Emblem Sat.
Allen W. Stephens, formerly oi
Patten and Old Town, and now a
consulting engineer in New 1'ork
City, a graduate of the University of
Maine, class of 1899, Saturday re-
ceived the Alumni Service Emblem
awarded annually by the General
\ lumni Association to an alumnus
who has rendered outstanding ser-
vice to the Association and to the
University. George S. Williams '05.
of Augusta, president of the Alum-
ni Association, made the present.:
tion at the fourth annual alumni-fae
ulty homecoming luncheon.
Mr. Stephens has been active in able
ni work almost since his graduation, ser% -
mg as local association officer, class Sc, -
retary, member of the Alumni Coum 11
and president of the General Alumni As-
sociation for nine years. It was during
his administration that the Association
was reorganized and placed upon a sound
financial basic. In recognition of his pro-
fessional achievements as well as his in-
valuable services, the University conferred
an honorary degree upon hint at the con-
clusion of his presidency. His most re-
cent service has been in connection with
preparation of plans for the recently com-
pleted Alunmi Memorial.
Drusila Roderick '34, of Augusta, spent
the week-end here. She is a teacher in the
Newport High School,
Set JOAN BLOINDELL in Warner Bros. Picture, "DAMES"
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SOCIETY
l'ESTS ATTEND
PHI GAM INFORMAL'
•:,arly 100 people were guests of
• Phi Gamma Delta for their fall
.ial, Saturday evening. The
chapter entertained, among
- many alumni who had returned
tile home-coming week-end.
and Mrs. James Moreland and
.jor and Mrs. Sidney Eberle chap-
died, and orange ice cream, cookies,
punch were served. The Maine
furnished the music.
I hose present were: Josephine
.tty and Harry Saunders; Rhona
y and Paul Wilson; Hope Wing
Newell Wilson; Muriel Perkins
, 1 Norman Carlisle; Lucy Cobb and
,rge Mader; Kay Bunker and
..dik Rind; Nancy Libby and have
Jane Tarbell and George
Lin Poberta Lewis and Leonard
1 , :1:1 Id; Polly Davee and George
III'ehings; Agnes Crowley and George
10; Carolyn Lothrop and Stewart
: Betty Sullivan and Elwood
f, Pauline Colvert and Gordon
Evelyn Tracy and Oscar Tay-
Phyllis Webber and Parker Frost;
a Brown and Howard Stagg;
Gagne and Richard Gaffrey;
y French and Robert Wishart;
Matthews and Fred Roberts;
M Edna Tibbetts and Paul McDon-
Margaret Lawrence and Eno
\ di: Beatrice Cummings and Roger
: Johnny Porter; Dorothy
'an and Robert Hamilton; Mil-
Dutton and Robert Erskine;
, Saunders and Robert McNaugh-
Virginia Snow and Stan Hender-
Barbara McKenzie and Bruce
: Miss Marion McDonald and
I Webb; Evelyn Whitman and
Young; Etta Grange and Ralph
,-,yer; Louise Steeves and Earl
er; Betty Rosie and Jim Jack-
Marjorie MacKinnon and Bob
• • Gerard Austin and wife; Dr.
'Ins. Murray; Don Lester, Char-
Miller, Elinor Hill, Nancy Rinn,
i-, Mann, Helen Mann, Mary
and Richard Alden, Richard
Adrian Farley, Jr., A. A.
diols, Mr. and Mrs. Ken Luddin,
• -ode Kelley, Cleveland Hooper,
Bean, Al George, Fay Hodge.
es Webber, John Sabine, Jimmy
and Mary Ann McCarthy.
oPHOMORE EAGLES
HAD TEA DANCE SAT.
Both Colby and Maine students re-
-ti the official stamp of approval
1 he Sophomore Eagles Saturday
',xin during their tea dance in
Hall. As each of the 240 boys
rls present entered, their hands
-tamped with the words "Uni-
ty of Maine" before they could
in the impromptu victory dam—
'I by the triumphant Mainiacs.
; It U. of M. Bears,, led by the
fingers of Neil Calderwood,
.,,i music that set everyone's feet
. Dr. and Mrs. ('harks
'-y and Mr. and Mrs Jordan
rimed.
mularly noticeable in the
sere the freshman boys whc-
. ,le.mtage of the short lapse iv
"drag a woman." The danc
-access, both socially an :
inn:illy. the Eagles making quit •
ge profit.
• (vTRIBUTOR'S CLUB
HAD INFORMAL TEA
other in the series of informal
-ponsored by the Contributors
%N as held on Thursday, Novemb-i-
ri 3 to :I o'clock in South Stevens.
teresting musical programme
, • 
--noted.
-0 teas are held each Thursday
• 1 e same hour and students and
.1!y are invited to attend.
FROSH Y MEETING IS
POSTPONED TILL NOV. 14
The Freshman "Y" meeting ached- ,
uled for last evening has been post-
poned to next Wednesday, November
14. The meeting will be held at the
Maples. The speaker will be Dean
Wilson who will give a travel talk.
All members are requested to be pres-
ent, for a committee will be ehosen at
this meeting to plan for the future
activities of the organization.
LAST DANCING CLASS
TO BE HELD TONIGHT
About fifty couples were present at
the regular dancing class held last
Thursday evening in Alumni Gym.
The class tonight is the last in the
series of six classes given by Miss
Josephine Shanley of Bangor, and
sponsored by the Y. W. C. A.
This evening all girls are to be ad-
mitted without charge and it is hoped
that a large number will turn out.
• LL STAG DANCE
IS WELL ATTENDED
Memorial Gym, attractively
.itod with evergreen trees and
was the scene of the Senim
--tag dance last Friday evening.
-‘ as well attended by both the
ni back for home-coming (lay and
undergraduates. The music was
-lied by Perley Reynolds' or-
' Ia.
chaperons for the affair were
and Mrs. Maynard Hinks and Mr.
I Mrs. Lyle Jenness. Miss Ruth
'Y. Mr. Herschal Bricker, Treas-
.:rid Mrs. Youngs, and Dean and
, 'or-1*U were guests for the eve-
ALPHA GAMMA RHO
HAS FALL INFORMAL
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity en-
tertained over 40 couples at its fall
informal, Friday evening, at the Pe-
nobscot Valley Country Club. Dr. and
Mrs. E. R. Hitchner and I/r. and Mrs.
J. F. Hitter chaperoned.
Those present were as follows: Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Hagerthy; Arnold
Hooke and Miss Kay Semis-ay; Garnet
Davis and Mary Hall; Louis Roberts
and Miss Blanchard; Walter Palmer
;ind Beatrice Arbe; Philip Holts and
Lucy Smith; Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Mc-
Intire; Glen Torrey and Frances
Smith; Norton Keene and Betty Jor-
dan; Charles Brock and Carolyn
Toole; Floyd Elwell and Betty
Mitchell; Clifton Walker and Jean
Mitchell; Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Blanchard; Nelson Blanchard and
Luella Appleby; Max Turner and See
Frost; John Arno and Norma Slater;
Chester Bacheller and Doris Darram;
Stan Blanchard and Shirley Young;
Neil Landers and Elizabeth Shurtleff;
William Berry, a former member of
class of 1936, has recently re-
. •"i'd to the University and is regis-
in the freshman class.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Cedric Russell and Bee Hodgkins; Bill
Farwell and Avis Ward; Fred Judkins
and Barbara Brown; Preston Whit-
aker and Flora Stone; John DeWitt
and Dorna Campbell; Malcolm Tilton
and Polly Willett; Lester Felt and
Pauline Calbert; Lester Smith and
Pauline Hodgkins; James Griffin and
Sarah Meltzer; Kenneth Frost and
Elizabeth Bruce; Wayne Rich and
Marguerite Picard; Avery Rich and
Jean Soule; Smith McIntire and Helen
Inman; Stacy Miller and Mona Smith;
Bob Cram and Ruth Johnson; I/an
Piper and Rena Allen; Herman Mc-
Laughlin and Alice Dorsey; Wesley
Judkins and Florence Mitchell; Ken-
neth Johnson and Marian Hilton;
George Findley and Marie Spooner;
Wesley Norton and Nellie Norton;
George Aurelio and Jauline Foster;
Frederick Viers and Geraldine Reid.
served consisting of hot chocolate. as-
sorted cookies, nuts and chocolates.
There was dancing to the victrola.
Among those who attended were:
Carl Sawyer, Hope Wing; Bill Row-
lands, Jane Stillman; Harry Crabtree,
Phyl Phillips; Jim Phillips, Phyllis
, Hamilton: Dick Barstow, Gwen Roche;
Stanley Littlefield, Ruth Goodwin:
Charlie :McLean, Elizabeth Gardiner;
Jack Bessom, Virginia Palmer; "Rip"
Murphy, Marjorie Chase; Frank
Morong, Paulette Rousin; Sidm
Look, Beth GitTord; Dick Chase, Ruth
Barri:m s.
The chaperones were Mr. and 31
Morris, and Mrs. McCollum, hot,
mother.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
HAS SCAVENGER HUNT
Fourteen couples participated in the
scavenger hunt given by the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon house on Friday night,
November 2.
The group met at 7:30 and received
lists with the necessary items. Two
couples were allowed to each car. Ten
o'clock was the limit when everyone
would have to come in. The list in-
cluded: the signature of an Orono
policeman, a pair of false teeth, a
shaving mug and brush, an empty
bottle of Budweiser beer, one cobble-
stone, a railroad spike, a piece of cut-
lery engraved with the name of a
Bangor Cafe, a policeman's button, an
S. A. E. sticker, a bird's nest, a 12
guage cartridge, a number eight bil-
liard ball, a pair of ladies' black cot-
ton stockings, a cherry, and a pair of
ladies pajamas. Charlie McLean, Lib
Gardiner, Dick Chase and Ruth Bar-
rows won the prize. A huge cardboard
box was carried in, and after Lib
Gardiner and Ruth Barrows had taken
out many funny papers, a grapefruit
was unwrapped with the words, "Rudy
took it, can you?" on it.
After the hunt, refreshments were
t*aves —
est leaves
re
thner, Louise Calderwood and Joseph
Cyr, Jackie Landers and Walter
White, Peggy Thayer and James Day,
Arline McLawlin and William Moran,
Mary McMahon and William Barker,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knott, Virginia
Nelson and Francis Toplolasky, Ella
Rowe and Joseph Galbraith, Jackie '
1Soucie and Philip Ryan, Marguerite
Richards and John Dunkee, Jeanette
Smith and Louis Parrott, Kay Brawn
,fnd Vincent Beaker, Ann Delano and
PLANS BEING FORMED
FOR WORLD'S PAM
Plans are being rapidly formed for
the annual World's Fair to be held
Saturday, November 17, in the Me-
morial Gymnasium. This year the far-
will include ten booths, each rep:.
senting a foreign country.
The committee in charge of the
Holland booth has already been select-
ed. Mrs. James Muilenberg, who II,.
traveled in Holland, will have char
of the booth. Other members of •
committee include Hope Wham.,
chariman; Edith Stevenson, Al ,
Campbell, Betty Littlefield, and 1.11, •
Cobb. Dutch Cocoa and chocolate u ii
be sold.
Committees for the remaining ii
booths will be chosen soon. In addit
to this, Miss Adelaide Pearson will
display Central American textiles.
PHI KAPPA HAS MANY
GUESTS AT INFORMAL
On Saturday night, November 3, I"'
Kappa held its fall informal. Dur,14,
the evening the guests enjoyed punch
while dancing to the music of Pert-y
Reynolds' orchestra, and ice cream v.:
served at intermission.
The committee consisted of Josepl
Hatz, chairman, Karl Oxner,
Joseph Cyr. Mr. and Mrs. William
Kenyon, and Major and Mrs. Eberle
chaperoned the dance.
Those present were: Rose Tomkins.
and Hugh Ryan, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hurley, Bernice Morin and Joseph M.
Hatz, Ruth Sylvester and Charles
Delano, Kathryn Sherer and James
Murphy, Priscella Bunker and Charles
Bunker, Carolyn Currier
Joseph Pets ric, Georgia Fuller and
Jack Maloney, Estella Coto and Don-
ald Anderson, Alice Cotter and Myron
Callette, Kathryn Samway and Chas.
Prim, Mr. and Mrs. Pierson.
Doris Rosen, '34, and Flora Stone,
'34, both members of Pi Beta Phi, re-
turned to campus over the week-end.
Raymond Thompson, '12, attended
the inauguration of President Hauck.
Your Parents and Friends
Want to Know About
Send them subscriptions to
DIr Maine (llauiputi
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England
The only college paper is the Last that presents news by radio
listen to the Maine Campus radio broadcast every Friday
at 7'00 o'clock over WLBZ
Copyright 1U4. The Amort TQbaCtr Comparj
It's good to smoke Luckies for Luckies are round,
Luckies are firm, Luckies are fully packed with
only the clean center leaves—these are the mild-
est leaves — they cost more — they taste better.
-It's toasted"
1)..,r throat: profert1001 — aeain If irritation — against cough
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 ---r log, something indescrible that chesty chuckles, pulls the audi-
I Theatre Talk I makes an actor arrive.
Kay Hoctor is another mem-
ber of the cast that will make
her initial appearance on the
Masque stage. What she has
done before coming to Maine I!
do not know, but from the
evidence given in the rehearsals
the set that has been created by she has had rather valuable
Wilbert Pronovost, a stage man- theatrical experience. Her ges-
ager who aspires to things other tures are of the sort that give
than having people see his name the appearance of being fresh,1
on the program. I wanted to say spontaneous movements, but
that the audience would be spell- they are invariably accurate and
bound, and I feel that the word appropriate. She seems to know
would not be too much out of what and when to do a certain
place, but I know that the thing, and the thing she refrains
By Martin Scricener
When the curtain opens on
"Candlelight," first play that the
Masque offers for this year, the
audience will in all probability
be tremendously pleased with
will be satisfied from doing produces the desiredtheatre goers 
effect much more eloquently thanand that the work of the stage
crew will be appreciated. Scenic if the action was obvious.
work is a phase of the theatre As if to make the new element
that is much too little noticed by in the Masque complete, Edward
the audience. This division, and Bryant will be seen for the first
in truth it is not a division but time in the local theatre. As the
a part of a play, is as completely Baron he is impressive and sat-
vital to the success of a produc-
tion as is the cast and the drama
itself. The group that labor be-
hind the set is very liable to be
neglected when the glory is be-
ing distributed. People are prone
to forget that the stage crew also
serve. Pronovost and the mem-
bers of his band have done their
tasks much more adequately
than the usual run of amateurs.
The products of their labors
have been of a truely profession-
isfactory. Often times amateurs
are prone to overact a part, but
Bryant has almost a professional
quality of restraint and a hidden
sense of humor that would make
him a worthy addition to almost
any production. Carlisle, Hoctor,
and Bryant are certainly promis-
ing Masque material, and I look
forward expectantly to seeing
them in other dramas.
There is more to "Candlelight"al nature. I was uncommonly
gratified when the audience ap- than is apparent on the surface
plauded vigorously at the first at first glance. A light comedy
sight of the set for "Death Takes that floats airily through the eve-
a Holiday." These men are cer- fling' being responsible for no
ta nly as sensitive to praise as few hearty laughs and as many
are the actors, and when atten-
tion and appreciation is shown
their work they are inspired to
do better in he next attempt.
I think that "Candlelight" will
be done very well, and I feel that
those who see it will like the
play. Sargent Russell has been
rather a disappointment to me
thus far in the rehearsals, but
his improvement has been so
great in the past few days that I
expect he will be not only fair on
the night of the play, but per-
haps good. At any rate he will
bt interesting. I wonder just how
much appreciation he actually
has for the drama as it should
be acted. He still has opportun-
ity to get more out of the part
than he is getting at present,
but in the last few days of re-
hearse's difficulties are ironed
out rapidly, and in consideration
of the advance he has made in
the past I expect that he will
continue to improve. He will
never pull the house down with
the excellence of his acting, but
the people are few who can cro
that sort of thing.
Norman Carlisle is appearing,
for the first time in a Masque
play. and for the sake of the
local patrons I sincerely hope
that this will not be his last ap-
pearance. If this were a pro-
fessional column that dealt with
professional material I would
not hesitate to prophesy that
"this boy Carlisle is a find."
Rough when rehearsals started,
he has now reached a point that
Masque veterans themselves
should ens'. His work in this
play may be marred by nervous-
ness and inexperience, but when
these elements are overcome I
feel that he will develop into one!
of the best actors that the
Masque has had for some years.
Stage presence, personality, the
faculty for making an audience
like him, this and more is his
heritage in the theatrical world.
He is easy on a stage. He has the
figure this is necessary. And
above all he has that elusive
something so vital to an actor.
It may be feeling, or understand-
et in the year 1839. There art-
I 
once from the realm of business, 
, 87 active chapters, located
trouble, and worry and places it UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
FRATERNITIES I United States and Canada.
in a more casual mood that is 0
more inducive to pleasure. I am
not a press agent for the pub-
lishers of the play nor for the
Masque, but I recommend
-
Candlelight" to the general
public and in doing so feel that
it w ill meet with the approve(
of the majority w ho see it. In,:
no way does it attempt to dis-
cuss any social problem, and to.
find any really serious thought
within the three acts would be a
task that would demand some
lengthy research, but occasional-
ly this type of drama can be a
reliefrom the Ibsen technique.
0 
INSTRCCTOR INJURED
IN FREAK AUTO CRASH
Herschel L. Bricker, instructor in
the public speaking departmnet, was
hit by his own car Sunday morning
in Rockland when another car, the
steering gear of which had broken,
smashed into him. Bricker was parked
in a gasoline station filling his radi-
ator when he was suddenly thrown
violently forward, owing to the impact
of the collision.
Mr. Bricker received an injury to
both knees and a general shake-up.
Both fenders of his car were crumpled,
but no serious damage was caused.
CHI OMEGA HOST
TO COLBY CHAPTER
Zi Beta Chapter of Chi Omega,
sorority entertained Beta Chapter of I
Colby with a tea at Colvin, Saturday
after the football game. Phylis John-
son presided over the tea table and'
delicious open face sandwiches and
dainty cakes were served to a large
number of visitors and alumni.
JAMES S. MacIfICKAR '35 
—PSYCNOLOCY.
lie ..os: "1 think thcre's a great field for psy-
choloes, —so I try to hit the hooks for all I'm
worth. When I'm listless or 'low,' smoking a
Camel gives me a quisk upturn in energy. Physi-
cal and mental fatigue drop away! The enjoy-
ment one gets from Camel's tine flavor is an impor-
tant psyshological factor in maintaining poise."
How to get back vim and energy when "played out": Thou-
sands of smokers can verify from their own experience the pop-
ular suggestion "get a lift with a Camel." When tired, Camels
will make you feel refreshed--as good as new. And science adds
confirmation of this "energizing effect." Camels aren't flat or
"sweetish," either. You can smoke Camels steadily. Their finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS never get on the nerves!
the fraternity is also represented in
several honorary societies on campus,
including Alpha Chi Sigma, and the
of being the pioneer of all Greek letter ed at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
TUNE IN! CAMEL CARAVAN with Glen Gray's Casa LomaOrchestra. Walter O'Keefe, Annette Harishaw, and other
Ileadliners —over WABC-Columbia Network.
TUESDAY . . 10 p.m. E.S.T. THURSDAY. . 9 p.m. E.S.T.9 ism. C.S.T. —8 p.m. MST. ap.m. CS.T.-9 :30 p.m. M.5.T.7 pan. P. S.T. 
.8:30 p.m. P.S.T.
MOUNTAIN CLIMBER. Miss
Georgia Engelhard says: "Plenty of
time. I fuse thought 'I can't go an-
other step. Then I call a halt and
smoke a Camel. It has been proved
true (art and over that a Camel
picks me up in just a few minutes
and gives me the energy to push on."
PRO FOOTBALL ACE. "air
Montgomery of the Brooklyn
Dodgers says: "After a tiring game,
or any time when I feel like it. I
light up a Camel and get a swell
liat'—soon feel 100: again. I am set.
dom without a Camel — they don't
interfere with healthy nerves."
Beta Kappa
Oak Hall was the scene of the I charter member of the Pale Blue Key;
founding of the local fraternity Phi
Omega Delta, on October 30, 1923,
which joined the national fraternity
of Beta Kappa, becoming the Omicron Music Club.
chapter in 1926. The national fraternity of Beta
During that year the fraternity Kappa was founded at Hamlin Uni-
took up residence in the house on versity, St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1901.
College Avenue once belonging to The fraternity existed for twenty-five
Lambda Chi Alpha. The chapter at years before it became a national in
the present time has eight active mem- 1922. There are at present forty-two
hers and seven pledges. Glendon Soule, active chapters located in colleges
president, is holder of the wrestling throughout the country. Beta Kappa
championship of his class. Almon publishes the Beta Kappa Journal; its
Cooper is an active member of the colors are purple and gold, and its
Maine Masque. Richard Stoddard is a flower is the yellow rose.
the University of Maine cars is.- Ts,
original organization of Alels. zsg.ra
Chi became Beta Eta of B • Tssi.,
l'i in the year 1879. In •
ginning, secret chapter me, t • .„,
held in a barn at Stillwas
was not until 1885 that tis.
had a house. The first hos-, ttsbuilding which is now know,
Hall, and which was locatt
Beta House now stands TS,
chapter house was built in 1..
The national roll of Bets , p
includes such names as Sc • • L.
Follett, Senator Borah,
Young, the late Dwight Met.
Boles, and "Eddie" Collins. '1' ars
also nine Beta governors 1.
the present time. The local lir
ter boasts among its
alumni: the late Wallace By
ington, former governor of
Chief Justice William B. P.
Capt. A. W. Stevens, st ,
flyer; Ex-President Harold
man; and Gov. Louis J. Bra,
The Maine chapter of Bs
Pi has always been animas •1
on this campus, and its
membership stands repr,
the personnel of the past.
BARTLETT :FAKES EN •
FOR MILITARY AC 1DIAIY
John Bartlett, '36, of licit:
Delta was in Augusta Thursdry,
day and Saturday of this week t
he was ordered by Governor 1
Brann to. appear before th
board convened by the goveri
amine him as a candidate for
ment to the United States
Beta Theta Pi Academy at West Point, N. V. :lett is a radio operator in tiro g.-
Beta Theta Pi holds the distinction ' fraternities in America. It was found- mental Headquarters Battery
, 152nd Field Artillery.
LEAF-TOBACCO
EXPERTS AGREE:
rr Camels are mod* from
finer, More Expensive
Tobaccos —Turkish and
Domestic — than any
other popular brand. "
CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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T HE MAINE CAMPUS
lack Bears Bewilder Colby Eleven, 20-6
NIacBride Spec-
tacular in Last
Appearance
at Home.
Fired with the hope of another
Aate championship, the Maine
Black Bears' versatility in all de-
partments of play crushed the
Colby Mules on Alumni Field
5t Saturday by a 20-6 count
12tfore a Homecoming gathering
,,f some 6000 enthusiastic spec-
tators. From the opening kickoff
to the final whistle the Pale Blue
-tupletely dominated the play
ith the exception of a few
Yards gained rushing from scrimmage
First downs
Attempted forwards and laterals
Passes completed
Yards gained by passing
Passes intercepted by
Penalties in yards
Number of punts
Fumbles ...
Opponent's fumbles recovered
Own fumbles recovered
•••••••.-•
THE VITAL STATISTICS
Maine
. 203
14
9
5
87
3
45
8
3 _
1
164
11
12
13
0
50
7
4
1
3
MAINE PLODDERS TAKE
COLBY HERE SATURDAY
 into the mg factor. Delving play of ' Maine's undefeated state champion-
' ites in the last round when ,da the line, Cobb, Totman, Hamlin and ship cross country team defeated
colby offensive drive against Doherty were outstanding and the Colby's harriers 22-39 in a dual meet
-t of the Maine second string- guards, Bessom and Reese, opened held during the Maine-Colby football
carried the ovel over for six some wide gaps for Brewster and game. Cliff N'eysey, individual 
winner
MacBride to scamper through. i in the state meet last week, captured
Acting captain Cobb, making his first honors by a wide margin, finish-
farewell appearance in moleskins on , ing in 23 minutes, 47 seconds.
Alumni Field, played a bang up game! By placing five men in the first
at his pivot post until he was removed seven places the Pale Blue kept its
in the final round, suffering from a slate clean for the regular season and
severe cut over his eye and a broken is headed for the New Englands this
finger. Icoming Saturday.
For the first time in so many weeks The order of finish: Veysey, Colby;
that the oldest inhabitant cannot re- , E. Black, K. Black, and Hunnewell,
the confines all Maine; De Veber, Colby; Saund-
ers, Maine; Corbett, Maine; Wishart,
Maine; Ohler, Maine; Pritman, Colby;
Humphrey, Colby; and Allen, Colby.
-ts.
was headed for a score im-
ly after the battling got under
,ut a fumble allowed Colby to
:rossession and punt out of
, ,Ar. Undaunted, the fighting
came back with a rush in the
period for the initial score.
downed one of its own punts at
• ld and then the Maine drive was
\lilt MacBride, screened by per-
- 
.nterference, slid off tackle for a
•-ieular 25 yard gain and on the
t play a Dow to MacBride pass
the center of the line added an-
, r 20 yards. On two line plunges
Brewster and the key man Mac-
picked up six yards to bring
• ,- leather to rest on the one yard
• ker. A plunge by Brewster through
t-r rang up the first score. From
Maine bench came Proctor to
:filly add the extra point with a
Acement boot.
Maine held the advantage until the
ilf and then returned to play and
All up 13 more points in the third
.:Ito. After being penalized back to
meir goal line, the Colby Mules with
Peabody back, punted one out to the
c,ilby 45 where Ted Butler gathered
the ball and squirmed back to the
with the aid of some beautiful
king by MacBride. After Brewster
; but a yard through center, Jim
.% took a lateral from MacBride
li caught the Colby secondary flat
:• d and the fleet Dow scampered
; standing up. Again the chunky
dor was rushed into the fray and
ked one through the uprights.
A few minutes later the Pale Blue
,me into possession of the oval once
this time on the visitor's 44
,H1 marker. A lateral from MacBride
• flow was good for eight yards. On
• it play a "Foxy" special was
ed. A double lateral pass with most
•he Maine backs handling the ball
Hamlin finally obtaining posses-
was good for a score but the
.'s ruled the second lateral a for-
and the play was called back.
did not phase the score hungry
• for the aerial play was con-
!. A pass from Dow to Brewster
•;me cover 25 yards, and after
ter dove through the center of
, line for sir more yards a lateral
Dow to Higgins allowed the fast
to tear down to the Colby three
,tripe. Two successive plunges
h center allowed Brewster to
up the third and last Maine
mown.
fourth period found Brice giv-
e regulars a well deserved rest
relby seized the opportunity to
From their own 18 yard stripe
Mules carried a drive with
,.,ux, Yadwinski, and Kivi carry-
.. •A ith a 25 yard jaunt by Yadwin-
i.terspersed brought the ball to
,r; the Maine 34. The Maine regu-
A ere rushed back into the war
• late. A Maine penalty coupled
-,ime fancy running by Yadwin-
iq -ought the score and Yadwinski's
—nPted rush for the extra point
-topped by the whole Maine line.
idwinski was the outstanding
.le on the field and played one of
finest defensive as well as offensive
seen in these parts for several
Time and again he stopped
; ide and Butler after they had
.1 loose and seemed headed for a
Peabody. the last of the famous
• c trio at the Waterville institu-
• put on a great exhibition of punt-
• until he was removed from the
owing to an injury. One of his
' '-, with the roll included, went for
• %Ards.
k - against the Bates Bobcat, the
Blue coordinated and gained
enough ground to tuck away two vic-
tories. Milt MacBride, with his cus-
tomary speed and elusiveness, got off
for several long rains that had the
best of interference as an accompany-
'
member, the sun bathed
of the field and the footing was the
best it has been all season.
The lineups and
Coen (6)
Paganucci, le
Russell, It
Thompson, Ig
MacDonald, c
Harold, rg
Stone, rt
Wright, re
Lemieux, qb
Yadwinski, lhb
Sutherland, rhb
Peabody, fb
Sore by periods:
Colby ------------------------------_.__•._o 0
Maine 07
summary:
(20) MAINE
le, Doherty
It, Sidelinger
Ig, Bessom
_ c, Cobb
rg, Reese
rt, Totman
re, Hamlin
qb, Butler
lhb, MacBride
rhb, Dow
fb, Brewster
0 6— 6
13 0-20
Maine scoring: Touchdowns, Brew-
ster, 2, Dow; points after, Proctor, 2,
(place kick). Colby: Touchdown,
Yadwinski.
Referee, P. N. Swaffield, Brown;
umpire, W. S. Crnell, Tufts; head
linesman, F. A. Farrington, Bowdoin;
field judge, A. E. Gibbons, Bowdoind
•
SOPHS DEFEAT JUNIORS
IN FAST HOCKEY TILT
The Sophomores defeated the
Juniors by a 5 to 1 margin in the
second hockey game between the two
classes. Even though the third year
girls did not have a full team, they
managed to score one goal.
The Sophomores next must meet the
Seniors, whom they hope to defeat.
The championship senior team scored
five goals to the freshman girls two
points in a hockey game last Wed-
nesday.
CORRECTION
An error was made in last week's
Campus as to the rank required for
membership in the Home Economics
Club. A grade of 2.5, in Home Eco-
nomics subjects only, is necessary for
membership in the organization.
in the manufacture
of Granger Rough Cut Pipe
Tobacco the Wellman Process
is used.
The Wellman Process is dif-
ferent from any other process or
method and we believe it gives
more enjoyment to pipe smokers.
. it gives the tobacco an ex-
tra flavor and aroma
... it makes the tobacco act
right in a pipe—burn
slower and smoke cooler
. . . it makes the tobacco milder
• • ii leaves a clean dry ash
_no soggy residue or heel
iu the pipe bowl
LIGGETT" & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
the pipe tobacco that's Ntii,i)
the pipe tobacco that's Corn,
__:fias seem /el hie ii
Se
est \
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DOWD, come the bleachers,
down come the goal posts and
the last football war has been
staged on the hallowed turf of
Alumni Field for this year.
Somehow or other it always
seems to "get" the writer in a
tender spot to see the season
come to a close and knowing that
many of those great guys fight-
ing down there on the gridiron
are playing for the last time on
the soil that has brought them
reknown as well as a lot of fun.
After what appears to be a good
trimming of the Polar Bear next
Saturday, the old moleskins will
go into the moth balls, even as
the frosh have already called it
quits after an undefeated sea-
son, the best since the 1933 frosh
eleven.
* • • • • •
Culby put up a game but los-
ing struggle during the whole
four periods, and that soph
Yadwinski has certainly shown
that he is one of the best backs
in this neck of the continent.
With a monotonous drone the
loud speakers pealed forth
"--stopped by Yadwinski," and
when Colby had the ball it was
"Yadwinski goes through for
four yards" over and over again.
And he still has two years of
varsity competition ahead of
him. He seems to be a certain
All-Maine selection.
* * * • • *
Things were certainly going
strong just before the inter-
mission whistle with spectacular
I runs being reeled off and the
cross country men returning
from their four mile grind. The
crowd was the largest and most
appreciative of the year, and en-
thusiasm reached a pitch not
even approached thus far. Colby 72 FRESHMEN ENTERED
had a loyal band of followers,
and they certainly did not give
up hoping until the battling was
ended.
Away to new fields goes the
harrier team this week-end,
down to try and capture the New
England title at Boston. Its now
or never and the team is the best
for many a long semester with
the Blacks, Hunnewell, Wishart,
Saunders, Marsh, Ohler, Corbett,
and Stagg approaching top form.
It was certainly great to see
the familiar blond head of Don
Favor about the campus once
again. He's probably one of the
most famous athletes ever to
leave this campus, and he looks
to be a certain Olympic choice
when the class of 1936 starta to
leave for good.
CLAWING THE MULE:
Prof. Bliss and his faithful
stooges set some sort of a record
when they put up the amplifying
system in practically nothing
Hat . . . Where was the famous
White Mule that used to accom-
pany Colby hither and yon?. . .
Some fan in the end bleachers
caught enough of Proctor's boots
to warrant a contract with some
pro club . . . They tell about the
same Mr. Proctor having a set
of goal posts in his back yard at
home and he practices all sum-
mer . . . His home is on a girl's
school campus . . . The incon-
gruity of it all! . . . But he cer-
tainly gets results . . . We
thought the Maine band was go-
ing to take part in the opening
kickoff for a while . . . One of
the wittier writers has named
drum major Brarmann "Two-
gun" because of his artiHery. 
Ile had a lot of fun with it any-
way. . . Now to claw the Polar
Bear, the arch rival of arch
ri vals.
Barbara Ware entertained her
father arid mother, Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore ‘Vare, for the week-end.
IN PING PONG TOURNEY
A Ping Pong tournament, sponsored
by the Maine Christian Association
that includes 72 freshmen, began Mon-
day, November 5. The plans call for
the first round play-off to be complete
before Monday, November 12. Those
participants who do not complete this
round in the given time will forfeit
the match and automatically be elimi-
nated from the tournament. A trophy
will be awarded the winner.
Those players who desire a referee
for their match can obtain one by
playing between 6:30 and 8:00 o'clock
in the evening. The majority of the
matches will be played in the M. C. A.
building where tourney players will
have preference over other students.
The referees and their schedules are
as follows: Arnold Veagne, Monday
night; William Veagne, Tuesday
night; Alvin Herser, Wednesday:
Gordon Chute, Thursday; Robert Har-
vey, Friday.
The first round must be completed
before Monday, November 12; second,
Saturday, November 17; third, Tues-
day, November 20; semi-finals, Satur-
day, November 24, and the finals by
Tuesday, November 27.
Questions or disputes that arise may
be settled by referring them to Robert
Harvey, Room 408, Hannibal Hamlin
Hall.
The following men are playing in
this tournament: Alfred Sweeson,
Hugh Cary, Gordon Brown, Gordon
Chute, Arvin Lief, Richard Varney,
Richard Plummer, Alvin Hersey,
Carleton Merrifield, Paul Susee, Rob-
ert Belding, George Humor, Bill Van
Grunday, A. S. Lane, Robert Heming-
way, Stuart Bryant, Joseph Story,
Vincent Strout, Earle Gray, Francis
Studley, Fred Sturgis, Earl Osgood,
Arnold Spavin, Richard Hither, John
Alzommo, William Thompson, Allen
Trask, Phillip Gregory, Arnold
Veagne, Leon Levitan, Howard West,
Pete Chauncey, Theodore Harding,
Phillip Peterson, Lester Brooks, Doug-
las Best, Paul Billings, Richard Healy,
R. C. Parker, John Clark, R. Harris,
B. Glover, John Haggett, Edward
Doubleday, L. Berkowitz, Leo Rosen,
Douglas Grant, L. Laurin, E. Donegon,
Richard Gerry, M. Wanagel, Howard
Craft, Daniel Barrett, Leran Fairfield,
Sadler, E. Costrell, William Veagne,
Earl Leavitt, G. M. Neville, Harold
MacKeen, Peter Zoidis, W. Gould, S.
Ames, D Rubin, D. A. Smith, Thomas
Reed, Ginsberg, Nadeau, George
Tsoulas, W. Saltzman, Gothel, A. B.
Schriver.
•
" Iv‘rhi—I don't helieve I
have used a pOe cleaner
in three or four weeks
Granger leaves no gum
in the bowl of my pipe
—or moisture in the stem.
It burns down to a clean
dry ash."
. . . in a
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Formal argument in a cam whose
outcome prises to have far-reaching!
implication for compulsory nulmary
training, which prevails in 90 colkere
and universitim and 28 civil secondary
schools in the United States, was pre-
sented before the U. S. Supreme Court
on October 17 and 18. The ease in-
volved two student conscientious ob-
jectors, Albert Hamilton sad Alonso
Reynolds, Jr., and the University of
California at Los Angeles, and reached
the Supreme Court on an appeal frorn
a decision rendered on January 8 Lest
by California Supreme Court which
sustained the University's litinprnsion
of the students because of their re-
f usal to attend military classes.
Mr. John Beardsley, of Los Angeles,
counsel for the etudente, contended
that the R. 0. T. C. is an integral part
of the Federal military establishment
and that compulsory membership and
serve* in the Federal military estab-
1,shment in time of pear* amounts to
abridgement of the privileges and
immunities of citizens of the United
Staue, and thus violates the 14th
amendment. In contending that free-
dom from enforced military service in
time of peace bi an immunity and
privilege of United States citizens,
Mr. Beardsley held that without speci-
fic authorization by Act of Congress
norpt even the Federal government has
power to compel service in any branch
of the Federal military establishment.
He also contended that military train-
ing imposed upon conscientious ob-
j( more such as Hamilton and Rey-
nolds, wa, violative of freedom of re-
ligion as guaranteed by the first
amendment, and that compulsory mili-
tary training is contrary to the spirit
if not the letter of the Kellogg Pact.
Mr. John U. Calkins, Jr., of San
Francisco, serving an counsel for the
Regents of the University of Califor-
nia, filed a brief in opposition to Mr.
Beardsley', in which he argued: That
the Supreme Court had no jurisdiction
in the C a since the military training
requirement is not a statute but mere-
ly a scholastic regulation; that Hamil-
ton and Reynolds as citizens of the
United States did not have a right to
attend the University of California;
and that they have suffered no in-
vasion of any right of religious free-
dom since they were merely forbidden
to continue an students unless they
eompliol with University regulations.
Mr. elalkinx also contended that the
R. 0. T. C. was not a part of the
military forces of the United States,
and that compulsory military training
was not violative of the Kellogg l'act
since the Pact did not outlaw defen-
sive war and since it permitted the use
of armed defense other than war. i
The Supreme Court is expected to I
render its decision in the cmse on No-
vember 12th.
M..10;:i BET ASN'll' IS
PI 1'111 DI:I,KGATE
ma, A snip. le Beta Phi &le-
vees ft Wednesday niorning, Oct
foi Halifax, Nova Scotia, to at
/14. l'1•1 ..111,4111, of the installation
If" ,1 I..iter ,if l'i Beta Phi nt liii-
I,-. rtio.er,ity, in that city. The
• !,ai•Dei to be installed was formerly
Siona Theta PD. at !Dalhousie Uni-
‘ei soy.
l'It•king took place all day Nov. I, ;
an I 'illation all day, Nov. 2. Thirty-
Ii vi' girls were pledgee and initiated.
The in banquet was held at the
Voisehrook Country Club in Halifax.
ollio•rA present at the installation
were Mrs. Maynard L. Cassady, prem.
dent if Alpha pretense; Mrs. R. It.
Scott, s ice president of Alpha prose I
ice; arid Miss Amy II. Anken, nit
tional erand president of le Beta Ple.
(*haw. r delegates present, besides
Margaret A -nip, were I iorot hy
from Bietiin University and Elizabeth
Armstrong, from Toronto.
Margaret Asnip left Halifax Sat
urslay morning. accompanied by Mrs.
Clissaily, eho 1- me. % mg Maim-
Alpha chapter.
- o
Lucille Simpson, Louise Mines( le
Dot Newman, Mildred Blaney,
Heeling and Bea
Cummings, all members of last year's
graduating class, returned for home
coreng day.
Also Peg limes, ':et, Emily Therm,.
son, '32, Merrita I ounn, '32, arid Mar-
jory Thompson, '32, Mr. arril Mrs. Syl-
vester Pratt, '30 (Pegiry Merrill, '32),
Norton Lamb, '30, Albert Harmon, '210.
Bea Cummings, '31, Alys Grua, '33,
Merrita Dunn, '33, and Helen Nivison,
':13, were some of the members of Chi
Omega sorority who returned to cam
pun for Homecoming !My.
Mrs. Henry Darlington (the former ,
Louise Milliken, '34), a Chi Omega.
Iva.: on campus over the week-end.
7 ri- "Snoupus" died last spring. bet
the momory of that scaly monster is
apparently firmly imbedded in the
heart and soul, of those who knew
him. Inscrutable is the flow of the
human mind, but whether vietane or
interested readers, the weekly feature
that told the Campus dirt more elo-
quently than all other combined
sources was too popular with the sub-
scribers to be ignored. Not as a baby
"Snoopus," but as a branch from the
common trunk this column has its
evolution. The material dealt with will
be intimate but not sensational, in-
formal but not wrath inviting, and
for some few issues this will be at-
tempted; if it proves popular will be
continued indefinitely.
The first mention, (victim would
have been the accurate word in the
"Snot/pus"; so you can easily see that
this really is different) is of a per-
-en who had much to do with bring-
ing about the death of Mr. Snoepus.
The person is Jimmy Day. The in-
cident, "The second Masque play will
be the first military play that has been
given here since "Journey's End," eavi
Jim to me as we came to the Book-
-tore from a prelim that I had very
unjustly been given "F" in. Innocently
I asked how he could possibly be so
illiterate as to think that Besier's won-
derful creation was a military play—
no culture Mr. Day, just ignorant.
"The Barracks of Wimpole Street,",
answered my tormentor, and of course!
I looked more like a boilee lobster!
than is common.
Who has noticed the gorgeous de-
sign that has recently been placed on
the door of the
And I read in
chrysanthemum
1Vill the posies
Campus barber shop7
the Campus that the
is now in full bloom.
retain that dear Fs r-
fection until the first formal? But
wait up there old social hound, I ;
gums that kind of flower doesn't make,
very good corsages. Dig the dross
clothes from the moth balls anytime
now and don't forget to look through
all the pockets. People look at you so
strangely and so chock full of pity if
THE MAINE CAMPUS
,s show up at a formal a e.
• .leti with moth halls.
John Cameron Wilma, not the foot-
eel] player but the ow who graduated
last spring, was married last Satur-
day evening to Phyllis Ruth Rowe.
The girl and the event was both from
Fever Forest,
And rumor has it that Peanut
Bunker and Bob Rues are to be mar-
ried in the spring. Maybe they don't
know it, but that is as the story
Of interest to me—Helen Buker has
delightful eyes with the alluring qual-
ity accentuated by uncommon ability
to use them a.- a woman's eyes were
originally intended to be used. The
name Bangor is not of Indian origin ,
a. I had supposed but the Queen City
,terive, its name from a town in Eng-
lend. Bur Orono. I understand. comes
fl.reetly from the Redman. The pro-
mote' beer law limits the alcoholic
eentent of beer and wine to no more
than 14 per cent. Tunic dresses look
ft,nny to me. Generally students don't
1,ee elementary psychology. Coeds ;
don't go to the riverbank as much as
they did when the temperature was
higher.
.
end at her home in Korth.
•
Barbara Be.rtti;- e, her home
in Bangor during the last week-end.
•
Lee Blackington visited at her home •
in Rockland during the past veek-end.
•
During the past week-end M. Thib-
odeau and M. Wright were the guests
of friends in Bangor.
•
Ruth Robinson spent the week-end
smiting in Bangor.
•
Mary Ford went to her home in
Brooklin this week-end.
Ida Mae Hart spent the week-end
at her home in Milbridge.
RHODES APPOINTMENTS •
ARE TO BE MADE SOON
TrA. ettention of male students of
exceptionally good records at the Uni-
versity of Maine is called to the
Rhodes Scholarships for which candi-
datm will soon be selected. A Rhodes
Scholarship offers the privilege of
AJdy:r.g three years at the Univereity
'if Oxford, or two years at Oxford and
one year at some other university,
with an annual stipend of four huts-
ired pour:dee—in other words, nearly
two thousand dollars a year.
The opportunity thus offered is a re-
markably fine one: three years of
study at a famous English university,
which is splendidly equipped for ad-
vanced work in all the important sub-
j. of university curricula,
arid ecientific, academic an-1 7
sional; also the advantngr, • ...
pean travel during the vacat•ons.
Rhodes scholara are selected main -
on the tomes of (I) their schelast.
records, and (2) their personalities,
as shown by letters of recommenda-
tion and interviews. Candidates are
not required to pass any qualifying
examination. For seniors there are no
!•rerequisites whatever in respect to
•he choice of subjects in their previous !
.sork as American undergraduates. I
!ehe notion, widely held. that there is
languLve requirement. including
• .then Latin or Greek, and that, there-
fore, a student in a college of arts
and sciences would have an advantage
over a student in a college of tech-
nology or agriculture in the competi-
tion for a Rhodes Scholarship is quite
erroneous. The primary qualification I
i, ability, and a candidate can give
satisfactory evidence of this ability in
any field of study. Other qualifications •
are moral character, capacity for lead-
ership, and a fondness for outdoor
sports.
Thirty-two Rhodes Scholars are ;
elected in the United States every;
year, four from each of eight districts.
Maine is in the New England Ilistrict,
consisting of the six New England
states. The process of selection, as it •
applies to this state, may be discribed
as follows: Each of the colleges of
Maine selects representatives to ap-
pear before the Maine State Commit-
tee of Selection; the State Committee
elects from these representatives two
stelidetes to appear before the Ins-
• ect Committee; the. Iestrict Com-
mittee eelecte from the twelve candi-
dates of the District Itwu from each
state) four Rhodes Scholars.
, Students of the University of Maine'
I! who are thinking of becoming candi-
dates for a Rhodes Scholarship this
year should notify without delay Dean I
Chase, chairman of our local Rhodes '
I Scholarship Committee, or Professor
Stanley R. Ashby, secretary of the
Maine State Committee of Selection.
Our local committee must select the
candidates of the University of Maine
very soon, since the time limit this
year for the filing of all credentials is
November 17th. For further informa-
tion one should uphill to Dean Chase
or Professor Ashby.
300 ATTEND OPEN HOUSE
HELD AT COBURN HALL
Mese :lien :esti persere attended the
open home: held at Coburn Hall on
Thursday evening, November first,
from 7 until 9. Exhibits were dispetyea
by the zoology, geology, botany, for-
e-try and bacteriology departments.
Or, Murray, head of the zoology de- I
partment, had a room full of mice on
display. They were specimens used to
determine the results of variation and
mutations in inhtritance. There were
examples of hairless, chinchilla, albino,
brown, black, leaden brown and ex-
treme dilute brown mice. They are
raised for experimental purposes in
oblong wood boxes, screened on top.
Miss Edith Mortenson had a varied
invertebrate group on display. Many
salt water specimens were living, hav-
ing just been procured from the
Lamoine region of Frenchman's Bay.
Other preserved specimens were part
of the coll(.ction at the University's
Marine Station at Lamoine. Miss Mor-
tensen planned her exhibit along the
lines of evolution. The one-celled
protozoans gave way to the sponges,
or Porifera, which in turn were re-
placed by the Colenterates, or jelly
fish and sea anenames. Miss Morten-
:on was fortunate in having a living
example of a Ctenophore, or comb
jelly. There were also examples of
sea urchins, Aar fish al
biers, or Echinoderms;
marine worms were r•
living forms. Different
or Gasteropods, and dal,
pods, also Bryzoans, b..
crabs were shown.
Dr. Nelson showed tie
the vertebrates, giving
Amphioxus, the first v, :•
creature, up the scale i!
cyclostornes, or sharks; •
or honey fish; the frog
the monotremee, an o'po.,
sectivora, a mole; the 1:
squirrel, porcupine an i
green paroquet, represent
and a very lively gart,
Reptilia. A pair of Flori .
also were members of
group.
Professor Chase arra!
()logy exhibit. Example
plants and invertebrates were :howls
in rocks dating from divers g•-ological
ages. The coqina shell made up a cer
tam n type of rock, and the lime
-stone
rock was formed entirely under sea
water by shell deposits. There were
examples of echinoderms and crinoult
found in rock, also petrified leaf im-
pressions, as well as brain coral.
Dorothy Moynihan, '34, a rnembEl
of Alpha Omicron sorority and for-
mer house president of Balentme
turned to the campus for Home,onurig
I ray.
I Fern Allen, '34, former pre,ident
of the All Maine Women and a mem-
ber of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority,
was on campus over the week
-end.;
I Shirley Young, '34, last year's
; wanner of the Victoria Weeks Watch
! .Award, was a visitor on campus this
week-end.
Johnny Bates, '32, Jim Jackson. %A.
and Harry Abbott, ex-'36, are among
the alumni who returned to the Phi
Gamma Delta house over the week-
end.
Darrell Brown, '3-1, of Arl.•
Mass., a Tri Delt, was on •
during the week-end.
Adolph Koran, '37, spent the seek -
end at his home in Houlton.
and the boys smoked them
—and tlul girls raked in the nickels mid tlw dimes
—and thev sang "a hot time in the old town"
the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BErrER
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